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ABSTRACT
The efficiency of turbines depends 10 a large extent on the forces developed on rotor
blades. The blades, while they pass by nOZZles, are sUbjected to gas forces. It is quite
important to understand the devellJpmenl of these forces to do any useful turbomachine
work. The understanding of these forces and torques would also be quite helpful in
designing the bearing supports.
The (Cllor as well as the nozzle system can be defined in an inertial frame at any
instant of time. In this frame, the fluid·flow through the nozzles can be described as a
vector in three dimensions. Similarly, the position and the velocity of any point on the rotor
brads can also be specified at any instant of lime. Using transfonnatlon matrices, one can
calculate the change in momentum of gases as they impinge on the blade surfaces and
get reflected. The resulting forces, then, can be expressed in the inertial frame, and one
can calculate the three-dimensional forces and torques.
The thesis brings forth an analytical model to calculate the impulse frJrces, and the
resulting torques on the rotating blade due to nozzle excitations. The results obtained by
the present method are compared with those used by conventional method to establish the
validity of the model and the underlying principle. The modelling principle is quite general
in nature and can be used for various rotating machines.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Gas Turbines are well known (or their application in Industry. There have been
widely increasing demands for gas turbines in the power sector generation, and the jet
propulsion over the past few decades. Fig. 1.1 shows the maiO' components of a gas
turbine used in aircrafts. As can be seen from this figure, the air is let in through an air·
inlet or a diffuser, it is Ihen compressed and led to combustor where the temperature, and
pressure of air is increased. The air·fuel mixture is then injected through the nozzles of
the gas turbine chamber onto the turbine blades. The air, as it hits the rotor blade, imparts
its kinetic energy to the blades by change of momentum of the directed gases. This
produces mechanical power, which is then used to drive the propeller attached to the
turbina shaft.
As is evident, the eXchange of momentum is quite significant from the point of view
of power generation. This exchange of momentum depends on the profile of the rotor
blade, and the orientation of the blade surfaces with respect to the interacting gas flow
from the nozzle. Hence, it is quite crucial to have a fairly sccurate estimate of the flow
exchange as the rotor blade passes by the fixed nozzle, Furthermore, the blades
experience dynamic loading due to nozzle excitations as they pass by afinite nozzle.
, 'OII\Y'~O r~"""l
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Flg.t.l A CUT AWAY VIEW OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CF700 GAS
TURBINE SHOWING MAJOR COMPONENTS [TREAGER, 1970)
Tho dynamic loading is exhibited in terms 01 instantaneous alternating impulsive forces
and moments due to the nozzle excitations onto the moving blade. These loads are
known 10 be Ihe major cause of vibration, and the blade lailure due to fatigue. Hence it
Is quite important to understand the nature of these forces In a sufliclently accurate
manner to take suitable preventive measures against the blade failure.
1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY
The major source of excitations, In normal operating condiUons in turbomachines,
arises out of the interaclion between the moving blade rows and stationary blade rows.
Basic work relallng to this field comes from Karman and 50ars(1938) who presented an
analysis for airfoil theory for non uniform motion by replacing the airfoil by vortex sheet
and by assuming the flow to be potential and two-dimensional. Kemp and 8ears(1953)
applied this theory to calculate unsteady lifts and moments on elementary turbo-machine
slage. Osbome(1971) extended the work of Kemp and Sears to the case 01
compressible flow. Increased atlention has been directed towards determining the nature
and magnitude 01 blade dynamic loads in recent years to focus on the larger problem of
designing blades to suit the real environment for stress and failures. For example, Rao
and Rao (1987) generalized the theory oillow Inlerference between the slalor and rotor
rows by including both Ihe upwash and downwash effects of a slage with generalized
camber blades in suhsonlc compressible flow.
It is not only difficult to have a definite quantitative assessment of the unsteady
forces in a turbomachine blade siage directly but also very expensive, even if a suitable
method is devised. Classical hydraulic analogy has been extensively used to study the
gas flow in quahlative manner. Loh(1959) has summarized the two-<:limensional steady
flow equations and one-dimensional non-steady equations of this analogy. Hoyt(1962) has
reviewed the hydraulic analogy literature. Rieger(1975) has obtained the tw~imensional
non steady analogy equations in generalized coordinates. However, the classical analogy
has its own inherent limitations because Ihe analogy is valid for a hypothetical gas of
specific heat ratio aquallo 2, which no real gas possesses. This is a serious limitation
which has to be taken into account before relating the simulated flow results with those
obtained from dynamic gas solulion. Rao(1980) made extensive studies and established
a modified analogy for gases with any specific heal ratio. This analogy was used by Rao
et al. (1985) to build a rolating water table 10 determine the non4sleady forces in a turbine
stage.
When the blades are thick, thin airfoil theories may become inadequate and
numerical techniques involving computational model becom6~ necessary. Most of the
researchers in this area used thea>ndilions that (a) the blade surface is impermeable, (b)
Ihe relative velocity over the blade profile is tangential, and they sel up a system of
equations and obtained steady pressure field using Euler's equation. Yet another
approach to Sludy the rotor-stalor interaction is to solve the unsteady thin layer Nevi«-
SIokes equations using a system of patched and overlaid grids [Rai(1985); GundY4Burtet
at al(1990)). They derived lhe necessary equations for an accurate transfer of information
between the several grids and developed an iterative implicit algorithm. The
computational lime was, however. enormous in this case, and was seemingly
unjustifiable.
The procedure used in design and olf-design analysis was based on aquasi·lhree-
dimensional flow model whose origin could be traced back 10 lale forties and early fifties
(e.g. Wu(1952); Smilh(1966)J. This model required c.alculalions to be executed on two
orthogonal surfaces within a blade row passage or a mullistage configuration. One of
these sur1aces was an axl-symmeilic surtace 01 revolution whose Interaction with a blade
row defined a cascade. The !low field relative to this cascade was assumed to be steady
in lime. McFarland(1982) used panel method of discretizlng the blade surface Into
several panels to investigate the plane cascade flow over the blade foil. Two three-
dimensionaillow models were proposed forthe simulations and analysis olmultiple blade
row flow. 'The firsl (Oenton(1979); Adamczyk(19B4); Ni(1987)J, referred to as the average
flow modelled by Adamczyk (1986), simulating the lime-averaged flow field within a typical
passage of the blade row. The second simulated the unsteady determ:1lstic flow field
with the machine. Although a number of simutations have been reported, the
computational time, and effort required In all the cases became enormous.
Though. there have been significant developments in computational models and
design olturbomachine over the pasl few decades, the three-dimensional analysis ollha
forces, and the lorque on gas turbine blade is still a cause of concern to engineers. To
simulate three~dimensional blade dynamics and the actual llow interaction with the blade,
and to develop a signilicanlly appropriate model is still a challenging subject matter. The
sUivey of literature reveals that the problems 01 flow il\teraction lrom stator rows to the
rotor have been addressed by considering streamline flow and laying out the grid
patterns. Based on these grid patterns the Navier Stokes equation is solved. As already
discussed, the relative 1I0w over the blade foil is considered to be tangent to the blade
surface. Moreover, the blade is assumed to be in complete fluid conlinuum (reler Fig.
1.2). These idealization. however, do not represent the true flow interaclion with
turbomachine blade.
From Fig. 1.3, the representative arrangement of the nozzles, and the blades
(shown cut·out portions) in an axial gas turbine unit can be understood. From lhe figure,
it is evidenl that during the transient condi1lons. i.e both at start-up, and shut·down
condilions, the blade velocity changes its magnilude dnd direction with time. Therefore,
the incident relative velocity, (WI)' whIch is given by the difference ollhe absolute flow
velocity and the blade velocity (refer to Fig. 1.4), also changes its magnitude and direcl100
with lime. Even during steady·state period, while rotor attains a constant angular speed,
the direction 01 the blade velocity always changes in radial plane. This gives rise lo!l.
continuously varying relative velocity vector. Hence lhe angle of al1ack of the flow with
the blade surface continuously changes in both the transient and sleady state. Also. In
practice, the flow within the blade passage is highly disturbed due to presence 01 casing
and a radial flow arising due to interaction with the blade surface. Thus, the assumptions
of smooth streamline flow using ideal boundary conditions of flow being tangent to the
blade surface, and complete immersion of the blade In the gas are not achievable in the
actual systems.
STREAM·lINE flOW TRAJECTORY
- - - A8&Ol.Un: ~~OW TRAJECTORY
FIG. 1.2 STATOR - ROTOR INTERACTION ( FLOW TRAJECTORIES)
FIG. 1.3
FIG. 1.4
SCHEMATIC OF NOZZLE, BLADE CONFIGURATION
y
INCIDENT RELATIVE VECLOCITY DIAGRAM
It is worth mentioning here that the fluid dyna~nics models were mainly adopted from
flight models where aircrafts fly into more or less undisturbed fluid continuum. However,
in the case of turbomachinery, the flow is highly disturbed by the rotation of the blades.
Therefore, the assumptions 'M1ich were valid for calculations of lift in case of aircrafts are
not applicable in turbomachines even if similar blade profiles were assumed. In view of
these fads, there is a need of other approaches considering the realistic conditions of flow
incidence with the blade surface and the corresponding impulsive forces.
In order to deploy a general model of the gas turbine stage, one needs the basic
understanding of the various geomelrical as well as the functional aspects of the gas
turbines. These can be studied through a number of literature and sources
[Kerrebrock(1977); Boyce(1982); Jennings and Rogers(1953); Vincent(1963);
Csanady(1964); O,un9(1970); Harman (1981); Rao (1991)].
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS
We have seen in the last few sections that the forees and torques on the turbine
blade arising due to instantaneous flow interaction are quite significant from both utility,
and life management (fatigue life) point of views. Therefore, a need is felt to develop an
analytical model which could be able to present the state of forces without exhaustive
computational cost and effort, as in the case in most of the fluid continuum models.
Hence, based on the review of the literature. the following objectives were set up;
1. to develop a three-dimensional analytical model to represent Ihe dynamics 01 a
single blade of a gas turbine, and to determine the gas excitation forces, and
torques over the blade.
2. to study the force distribution on a single blade due to the variation in Ihe nozzle
geometry.
3, 10 study the diHerence in the distribution ollorces acting 011 a stroight and tapered
blade.
4. to study the force distribution on a single blade due to the variation in the absolute
velocity of the gases.
5. to study the force variation at different angular posilions of the blade.
6. to determine the total forces and torques due 10 summalion of forces on all Ihe
blades.
In Chapter 2, an analytical method has been discussed for the impulse analysis
of the turbine blade due to nozzle excitations. The stage is modelled considering the
blade discretization, and vectorization of each finite element surface. The dynamics of
the blade, and the flow have been modelled, and a methodology Is developed for
calculation of forces, and Ihe torques acting on Ihe three dimensional model. Finally, the
equation for angular acceleralion has been derived considering the inertia of a single
blada-rotor system,
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In Chapter 3, the mathematical model developed in the Chapter 2 is compared
against a conventional impulse model. The effect of the geometrical, and operating
parameters are studied. The results obtained lor the nozzle excitations on two different
blade types, a straight blade, and a tapered blade are put forth for a comprehensive and
comparalive studies. A formulation is developed for mullJ brade-rotor system, and the
lorces and the torques due to impulse action of the fluid flow are analyzed for the entire
system.
Finally, the conclusions and recommendations lor future work are presented in
Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2
MODELLING OF THE NOZZLE EXCITATION ON GAS
TURBINE BLADE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Since the very begiming of the development of turbines, lhe danger of a ueneral
failure of rotor blades has remained practically unpredictable with sufficient accuracy. The
reason is - very little is known about the excitations on the rotating blade due to gas forces
in three-dimensions for the overall range viz. both at design and off-design conditions of
operation. Analysis of these excitations on rotaling blade is very complicated because the
geometry of nozzle and the blade are quite intricate and involved. Moreover. it is
extremely difflOJlt to aCOJrately analyze the gas interaction within the blade passage due
to relative motion between the stator and rotor. However, understanding such mechanism
is quite crucial 10 the efforts 10 calculate sufficiently accurate nature of the exciting forces
over a range of performance, and to improve the current turbomachinery design.
The present chapter deals with the analytical modelling of the nozzle excitations on
the moving blades under transient condition. The modelling approach I, suggested (or a
single stage of a partial-admission, axial-gas turbine. The nozzle and the blade geometry,
the gas flow. and the dynamics of the turbine wheel have been defined by using several
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inertial frames and the vector algebra. A mathematical formulation has been suggested
for the analysis of the impulso force over the whole blade profile as gases impinge on the
blade. The modelling also takes care of the three-dimensionality of the gas flow in the
blade stage, periodicity of flow admis:Jion due to discrete nOZZle, and relative motion
between the stator and rotor rows.
2.2 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
2.2.1 FRAME DESCRIPTION
Fig. 2.1(a) shows an axial gas turbine unit. Blades, B, are mounted on a wheel
rolating with the shaft. NOZZles, N, are mounted on an annular disc co-axially placed to
the blade wheel. The gases at high temperature and pressure are directed on to the
turbine blade, Yrtlich in tum cause the Yrtlael to rotate. The dynamics of blade and the gas
flow can be modelled by considering three basic frames of reference as shown in Fig.
2.1(b).
A global reference frame (stationary) is considered at the rotor axis about which the
whole rotor and the blade assembly rotate. The X • axis is defined along the shaft axis.
The entities, such as vectors etc., in this frame are referred by G.
A second reference frame has been considered at the centroid of the root of the
turbine blade. The orientation of this frame is exactly similar to the global frame. opllORQ
13
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Fig. 2.1 (0) SCHEMATIC OF AN AXIAL GAS TURBINE STAGE: (b) BASIC FRAMES
OF REFERENCE
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shows the position vector of this frame relative to the global frame. The geometry of the
blade has been represented in this frame. The frame is denoted by B. The third reference
frame has been considered at the nozzle exit. The X-V plane of this frame is
perpendicular to the relative velocity of the flow at the nozzle exit. This will be dealt with
detail in later section. GpNOftO shows the position vector of this frame relative to the global
frame. The frame is denoted by N. The position vector of the origin of the blade frame is
denoted by °PNQRo,
In addition, several local frames of references have been used at the blade surfaces
to represent the interaction of the gas with the blade surfaces. These frames will also be
discussed in later sections.
In most of the cases, the computations are carried out by transforming vectors into
the global frame, G. The transformation of a vector from one frame to another can be
achieved by premultiplying the vector by a transformation operator. The transformation
operatOl', [TJ, is a 4 x 4 homogeneous matrix [Craig, 1989} which takes care of translation
as well as the orientation of the frames relative Ie" each other. A general description of the
frame transformatlon is given in the Appendix A. '
The quantities to be computed are the forces on the blade elemental surface, their
resultant, the driving torque, and the angular accel,,:.r.ation of the rotor at any instant of its
angUlar position.
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2.2.2 BLADE MODELLING
2.2.2.1 FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION OF THE BLADE
To investigate the gas flow interaction and the resulting excitalion forces over the
entire blade profile, it is convenient to discrelize the blade by using finite element
technique. Fig. 2.2 shows a representative three·dimensional finite element model of the
blade. A total of 35 elements are used to describe the blade with 7 elements across the
cross-section and 5 layers along the height [8ahree, 1988). The elements used are
curved, solid, CG continuity, serendipity, twenly-noded, isoparametric finile elements. This
type of element is chosen because 01 its versatility in accurately mapping the complex
three-dimensional geometry of the turbine blade. Figs. 2.3(a), and 2.3(b) show one such
finite elemenl including the local coordinate system (~, fl, s), and the global coordinate
system (X, Y, Z).
The following geometric properties were calculated using a lioite element software
package called ANSYS :
Centroid 01 the area 01 the linils surfaces (both suction, and pressure side)
Ii) Centroid of the volume of each elemental layer across the blade height, and
the entire blade
iii) The volume of the blade
iv) The moment of inertia 01 volume of each elemental layer across the blade
height, and the entire blade aboutlhe origin of the blade frame, 8.
Description of the program prepared in ANSYS is given in Appendix 8.
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(b)
Fig. 2.3 SOliD iSDPARAMETRiC, SERENDIPITY, C' CONTINUiTY, 2Q.NODED
ELEMENT (a) LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM: (b) GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
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2.2.2.2. BLADE KINEMATICS
Fig. 2.4 shows an instantaneous position of the blade represented by angular
movement of the turbine shaft, about the global X - axis by an angle e. The position
vector of any point 8p given by 8{X, y, Z}T on the blade surface In the frame 'B' can be
given in global frame as lollows:
G
~[RI Gp"",o
3x313xl
o 0 I 1
B
(2.1)
where °POORG is the position veclor of the blade frame with respecltc global frame, and
~RJ is a 3 x 3 rclalion matrix required 10 describe the rotation about X • axis of the glebal
frame. The rolation matrix [A] can be given as:
[, 0 0]~[ RI -, R,(B) I - 0 cos(B) -sinIB)
o sin(e) cos(9)
3x3
(2.2)
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Fig. 2.4 INSTANTANEOUS POSITION OF ANY POINT 'P ON THE BLADE
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2.2.2.3 VECTOR DESCRIPTION OF THE BLADE FINITE ELEMENT SURFACE
II is convenient to define the blade element in terms of vectors in order to
investigate the dynamics in three-dimensional frame. Finile element surfaces are
described in tenns of vectors along cross-section and the blade height.
Fig. 2.5(a) shows the vector layout of the blade along Ihe blade cross-seclion.
Using only the corner nodes of each finite element, the vectors are drawn from the tramng
Eidge to the leading edge along both pressure and suction surfaces In such a way that
the lip of the vectors face the nozzle. The nozzle is on the left of the leading edge (not
shown). A vector can be given by the difference of the coordinate of the two adjacent
comer nodes of the element on each side respectively as shown below:
(2.3)
where the subscripts k, and I refer to the adjacent comer nodes of elemental surface
along the blade cross section. O{Sk,I} represents the veclor drawn from the node I to node
k, and its corresponding unit vector is denoted by o{S.... I)' The superscript 41 slands for a
finite surface in considp.ration and is denoted by s, p for suction, and pressure surfaces
21
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VECTOR DESCRIPTION OF THE BLADE FINITE ELEMENT ALONG
(a) CROSS·SECTlON; (b) BLADE HEIGHT
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respectively.
Fig. 2.5(b} shows the layout of the vectors atong the whole surface the blade in
three-dimension. The hatched area shows a representative blade finite surface with
comer nodes I, k, m, and n respectively. The vectors along blade height are drawn from
the bottom layer 10 the adjacent lop layer. Thus. one can derina a height vector, Q{5., ..}.
by the co·ordinate dilrerence of the comer nodes k, m respectively using an equation
similar 10 Eq. (2.3),
From Figs. 2.5{b) and 2.6(a), It Is evident that a blade finite element surface can
be represented by two vectors along the cross-section of the adjacent layers, and two
vectOfs along the height from adjacent comer nodes. Also, it can be assumed that all the
vectors defining a finite surface lie In a plane provided the blade Iwist angle is negllgible
or small. The orientation at finite surtace area can be represented by a unit vector
normal to it as shown in Fig. 2.6(a). The unit vectors normal to the suction and pressure
surfaces can be defined as:
G(rl)' • G{s.,f' x G{S~.l'
G{rl}' • G{s~.l' x G(s",f'
(2.4)
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Fig. 2.6 (a) VECTOR LAYOUT OF A BLADE FINITE ELEMENT SURFACE:
(b) CALCULATION OF THE BLADE FINITE ELEMENT SURFACE AREA
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Whilo laking the cross product, one should bo careful 10 select the vectors such
that the normal vectors o{o}', and o{ri}P always polnl outwards 10 the respective surface.
One can also calculate the surface area (M) of a finite surface wilh the
combination of the vectors along cross section and height (refer 10 Fig. 2.6(b)) as follows:
Geometrically, as shown in Fig. 2.6(b), the first term in the right hand side of the
above equation represents the area of the parallelogram klbn. tts corresponding half is
represented by shaded area kIn. Similarly, the second term corresponds to parallelogram
aknm, aOd the corresponding half is represented by the hatched area knm. The total
surface area 6ft. is, thus, given by the sum of the two hatves as shown In lhe figure.
Thus the blade geometry can be completely defined in terms of the finite elemental
surfaces, and the vectors described for each such finite elemental surface.
2.2.3. FLOW MODELLING
The fluid flow from the nozzle strikes the exposed finite element surfaces and gets
reflected by the Impermeable blade surfaces causing a change In Ihe direction of the flow
25
velocity, thus changing the momentum of the flow. The change of momentum results in
an instantaneous impulsive force on the blade surface. The tangential component of !he
net impulse forces thus causes the wheel to rolate. However, the dynamics Of the flow
interaction with the moving blade is quite complicated phenomenon and is highly
dependent on several flow parameters, geometric constraints and the rotation of the blade.
The following assumptions have been made in order to model the gas flow:
the velocity remains uniform across the nozzle,
ii) the absolute efflux at nozzle is parallel to the global x-v plan.,
iii) the flow is incompressible, and non-viscous,
iv) partial-admission (1.8. a nozzle covers only a fraction of the blade annulus
circumferential area) of flow is assumed by considering several eqUiangular
discrete nozzle blocks on an annular disk, and
v) identical number of nozzles and rotor blades have been used.
2.2.3.1 FLOW MODELLING AT NOZZLE EXIT
Fig. 2.7(a) shoNs the planar layout of a repreHntative stage of a gas turbine. The
corresponding velocity diagram at nozzle exit point, in global X-Y trame, can be seen In
Fig.2.7(b). The absolute velocity ct efflux, 0{V,}, subtends an angle of ao(refer to Fig. 1.4
for the nomenclature) with the axial direction and can be represented In global frame u:
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Fig. 2.7 (0) SCHEMATIC OF PLANAR LAYOUT OF A GAS TURBINE STAGE:
(b) VELocm DIAGRAM AT NOZZLE EXIT POINT IN GLOBAL X-Y PLANE
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(2.1)
The relative velocity of the incomIng flow on a finite suf_ of the efemenIal lay«
can be given as (the supenaipt 4$ i' used 10 indicate the surface whtch can be p
(pressure) or S (sudion) :
(2.7)
where Q{U}· is the tangential velocity of the blade element in the elemental layer under
consideration. It is a function of instantaneous rotor speed, W, and the heJg1l of the
centroid of the elemental layer, e,.. in constderation from tilt root 01 the blade. Tht
mathematical expression of this vector is given by:
(2.1)
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2.2.3.2 FLOW INTERACTION WITH MOVING BLADE sURFAces
The interaction 01 the flow wilh the blade element can be modeUed by a simple
ref1ecllon process as shown In the Fig. 2.8. The flow o{W,} stnltes the exposed finite
surface Ikmn of the moving blade and gels reflected from the sur1ace. The change in the
direction of the IIow causes a change in the flow momentum at the blade surface,
resulting In an instantaneous impulse force. In order to calculate the momentum change.
one needs to know the direction and the magnnude 01 the incident and reflected flow
velocitles.
The orientation of the o/W,} with the finite surface Ikmn Is given by the angle of
incidence 10 the surface as expressed below:
(2.9)
where 0{W,}., and G{n}· are the un~ relative velocity vector of incidence at the surface and
unit vector representing normal 10 Ihe surface (discussed il Section 2.2.2.3) in
consideration.
Fig. 2.9 explains the flow reflecllon process In the plane 01 reflecllon over the blade
surfaces. (li)·, as explained earlier, represents the angle 01 Incidence and (Y,)t represents
the angle of reflection measured lrom the normal 10 the surface In consideration. The
orientation of the reflected velocity can be achieved by rotating the unit Incident relative
29
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ELEMENT SURFACE
FLOW INTERACTION WITH TIlE BLADE SURFACE IN TIlE PLANE OF
REFLECTION
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velocity °pN1}' by an angle 0A about an axis parallel to the surface, and perpendicular
to the plane of relfection so that the angle of reflection from normal to the surface is
exaclly the same as angle of incidence from it The angle OR will be explained later.
However, in order to rotate the vector, ills convenient to use a local frame at the point
of Incidence of the flow on Ihe surface. Fig. 2.10 explains one such local frame at the
finite surface of the blade element.
Now, our objective Is to obtain the vector o{W2}' having known the angle YI' o{W,}·,
and o{ri}'. This can be done in the following steps (Sharan and Agarwal (1996)]:
Step 1. Oblain o{zd' using the following equation:
(2.10)
One should ensure that the unit vector describes the positive z - direction In the
local frame.
Step 2. Define G{xd' along °li'l}t such that
(2.11)
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Fig. 2.10 LOCAL FRAME AT THE FINITE ELEMENT SURFACE OF THE BLADE
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Step 3. Compute G{vd' using the cross product of G(ZL}', and G(xJ' as given in the
equation below:
Step 4.
where,
and,
Obtain L\W1}· using the following equation
L {W,I" ~(R]' G1W,I'
~IR1' • [ ~[R]' ]' • [ ~[R)' r
~[R]' • [1x,j' 1yc!' 11c!' ]
3 x 3
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
Here, G corresponds 10 Ihe global frame and Lcorresponds to the locallrame altha finite
surface of the blade.
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Step 5. Obtain a veclor l{wtl· by rolaling l{W1}4 counlerclockwise about °t.t..lf by
angle SR' This is mathematically represented as follows:
L{W,'l' = L1R.(O"lj' L (W,j'
(2.16)
where lIR1(8R) lis the rotation matrix representing acounterclockwise rolaUon by OR about
Z-axis of Ihe local triad. It Is given by (Craig, 1969J:
-sin(e.) 0)
costeR) 0
o 1
3 x 3
(2.17)
where SA Is the angle of rotation by which the Incident relative velocity vector Is rolated
about the local z-axis to obtain the direction of reflected relative velocity. The
mathematical expression ror SA is given as (rElfer 10 the Fig. 2.10)
(2.18)
where (y)'15 the magnitude of the angle 01 Incidence or reflection of flow measured from
the normal to the surface In consideration.
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Thus l{wt,' represents a vector which is equal in magnitude to the incident
relative velocity, and is oriented in the direction 01 the reflected relative velocity. To
include Iho Irictlonallosses, one can write an equation with K < 1 such thai the reflected
relative velocity is ~;ven by:
(2.19)
Once the reflected velocity vector is obtained in the local frame, it can be
expressed in global frame by multiplying wilh the global-local rotation matrix as defined
in Eq. (2.15) as follows:
(W,}' • G1W,j' • ~[Rl' LjW,j'
Now the vector diHerence 01 the relative velocity is given by:
(2.20)
(2.21)
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2.2.3.3 SELECTION OF ACTIVE SURFACES OF BLADE FINITE ELEMENT AND
CALCULATION OF MASS FLOW IMPINGING ON THE FINITE SURFACES
There are three frr!J'lQrtant state variables to analyze the now and its interaction with
the blade surface. They are· the now orientation Irom the noule, the geometry of the
blade and the nozzle, and the blade rotalion. One should consider all these factors in
order to select the active surfaces that receive the instantaneous flow, and to calculate
the magnitude of the flow impingement on a particular flnile blade surface as the blade
passes across the nozzle.
The scheme for Ihe selection of the active surface can be led oul in two successive
steps:
Step 1. Select surfaces based on flow vector and the orientation 01 the elemental
surface as described by the blade vectors.
Fig. 2.11 shows any arbitrary position of flow vector and the btade geometry as
represented by vectors. The unit normal vectors extend outwards to the surfaces of the
blade element. Depending on Ihe vector orientation of the blade surfaces and the relative
incident velocity, a surface that would make a contact with the flow can easily be
determined. The criterion of the surface selection should be thai jf the condition givtln
below
36
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Fig. 2.11 SCHEMATIC OF FLOW VECTOR AND THE BLADE SURFACE VECTORS
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({w,)'. (o}') < 0 (2.22)
is satisfied. The area, then, has to be considered as the active surface. The condition
holds good for bolh pressure and suction surfaces. A surface is discarded when Ihe dot
product is positive.
Step 2. Select surfaces considering the flow bounded by nozzle geometry, and Ihe
orientation of the element surfaces with rotor movement.
Fig. 2.12 represents Ihe schematic of a nozzle, lurblne blade, and the rolor
configuration. As il is evident from the figure thai the moving blade is momentarily
excited upon by the Impingement of gases while it gels exposed to the discrete nOlzle.
However, this instantaneous excitation is a function of the geometry of the nozzle, the
blade, the axial spacing between the two, at a given inslant of time,
In order to estimate the surlaces that are exposed to the flow. one needs to have
the projection of finite surlace area of the blade, and the nozzle cross-section at outlet
on a common plane perpendicular to the relative incident velocity, {W1}, ThIs can be
done by establishing a local triad denoted by frame N (as pointed out in Section 2.2,1)
at one of the points of the nozzle cross section at exit. Fig. 2,13 shows the nozzle cross-
section at exit In a global frame. {W1} shows the relative velocity at the nozzle exit. NI •
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NOZZLE 02
Fig. 2.12 SCHEMATIC OF NOZZLE, BLADE AND ROTOR CONFIGURATION
[BAHREE, 1988}
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xNozzle exit point G
Global Frame at ShIft Axl!
Fig. 2.13 SCHEMATIC OF NOZZLE CROSS-SECTION IN GLOBAL FRAME
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N2• N3, and N. are the four corner points of Ihe nozzle cross-seclion atlhe flow exit. The
coordinates of these four corner points. Nl' N2• N3 , and N. of the nozzle are known in Ihe
global frame. Having known the relative velocity and Ihe origin of the triad in global
frame, we have to define the triad in such a way Ihe ZN • axis of the triad is parallel 10 the
flow direclion and the XN • YN plane defines a flow fronl normal 10 Ihe incident relative
velocity. The computational scheme involved in establishing the N • frame consists of the
following steps:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Compute the unit vector G{~} = Q(lN,)
Define a plane which is normal to the incident relative velocity vector G{'N1}'
containing Ihe point N as shown In Ihe Fig. 2.14. The equation of this plane
is given by:
(2.23)
where (xN, YN' ZN) representlhe coordinates of Ihe point N which defines the origin of the
local frame. The coordinate of the point N is known in the global frame. Similarly (x",. y""
zJ represent the point M. which is any arbitrary point on the XN • YN plane.
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Fig. 2.14 SCHEMATIC OF A PLANE NORMAL TO THE INCIOENT RELATIVE
VELOCITY, AT ONE OF THE CORNER POINTS OF THE NOZZLE
CROSS·SECTION
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Slep 3.
Step 4.
Slep 5.
Select arbitrarily the y, Z co-ordinates 01 the point M on this plane, and
obtain its x coordInate by subsliluting them in Eq. (2.23)
Obtain a unit vector along the line NM which is given by o(kJ
Obtain o{V'H} using
Step 6.
G{v,} • G(Z,} x G!X,}
Obtain the following transformation matrix
(2.24)
(2.25)
where 0pHOAO is the position vector of the origin of the frame N relative to the global frame
(refer to Section 2.2.2.1}. Now, in order to represent the global frame in terms of the
local frame at nozzle exit one has 10 use the inverse transformation of the above as given
by:
(2.26)
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Tho cross-soction altho nozzle nlllow oxit alld tl10 finito blodo sUlfacos can bo
projected over the (XN- YN) plane at this local triad by premultiplying the transformation
matrix. A surface (blade elemental surface or nozzle cross section), represented by a
quadrilateral with all four comer points defined in global frame, can be projected onto the
( XN - YN) plane by defining the position vector of each of the comers of the quadrilateral
in (XN - YN - ~) system using the following transformation
N
• ~[T I
G (2.27)
and the equaling the z component 01 this transformed vector to zero. In other words,
once the co-ordinates 01 the nozzle and blade finite surfaces are mapped in the local
Irame, the x, yeo-ordinates 01 the individual comer points define the projection onto the
XN - YN plane which is a plane perpendicular 10 the Incident relative velocity, o{W,).
An important point to note is that XN-YN plane is perpendicular to {W1}' The vector,
{WI}' is a function of the tangential velocity of the blade surface, which varies along the
blade height. Thus the XN - YN plane Is a dynamic plane whose orienlalion depends on
the surface of the blade in conslderatlon. Again, one should also note that the XN - YN
plane is different from the plane defined by the nozzle cross - section (defined by lour
corner points N,. N2, N3, and N.).
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Fig. 2. 15(a) shows schematic of the projection 01 the nozzle cross - section on the
XN • YN plane. N,". Nt", N3 ", and N." are the projection of four comer points (Nil Nt, N3•
and N.) of the nozzle cross section on the plane. Fig. 2.15(b) shows the projection of one
of the blade surfaces onto this plane. This is shown by a shaded Quadrilateral. Fig.
2.15(c) shows both the projections superimposed on each other. In this figure, one can
noUce thai the area enclosed wilhin the dotted lines represents the maximum of the upper
limit of the forces on the blade. Although the momentum will be experienced by all the
areas faUing within the region which is actual projection of the nozzle, yet the
approximation wilhin the dolled line region would be reasonable otherwise the
computation becomes enormous. In this way the element surfaces which experience the
impact due to nozzle excitation can be selected.
Next, 10 delennine the momentum on an elemental surface of the blade, we have
to project each finite etement surface areas normal to the incoming relative velocity,
o{W1). The projected surface area normal to the incident flow can be given by:
(AA,)' • (M)' . 005(Y,)' (2.28)
where (.:iA). represents the finlle surface area, and (~n)· refers the finlle area normal
to the Impinging flow, and hi)· has already been mentioned earlier in Eq. (2.9).
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Fig. 2.15 PROJECTION OF (a) NOZZLE CROSS-SECTION; (b) A BLADE FINITE
ELEMENT SURFACE; (e) BOTH (a), AND (b) SUPERIMPOSED OVER
X,..· YN PLANE
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Once the projecled areas have been calculaled, Ihe mass flow 01 the gas hilling
the blade surfaces can be given as:
('oil.)' • p I(Wdl' (OA.I'
where p is the density of the fluid.
(2.29)
2.2.4 CALCULATION OF IMPULSE FORCE AND DRIVING TORQUE
The impulse force on a finite surface lor an elemenlallayer of the blade can be
given by:
GI6F)' = (6oil.)' . GI6w}' (2.30)
The poinl of application of the impulse force on each finite surface is assumed 10
be al geometric centroid of the finite surface.
Once the surface force for all elements In a layer Is calculated, the same procedure
Is repealed for the elements in other layers, and finally all surface forces are summed up.
The resultant impulse over the entire blade profile can be given by:
(2.31)
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The y-component of the resultant impulse force, (F}, represents the resultant
tangential force. This defines the driving lorce due to gas forces on an Isolated rotor
blade. The x, and z components 01 the resultant force will be in axial and radial directions
respectively.
Considering the three components of each of the elemental forces {6F) as {6F,),
(6.Fy)' and {6.Fz} respectively, one can write the corresponding point of application of the
resultant impulse force as:
(2.32)
In the above equation ~, Ye' and ze are the coordinale of the geometric centroid
of an elemental surface.
The position vector of the point 01 application in global frame can be given by:
fA,} .!::I (2.33)
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The corresponding moment of the resultant force {F} acting on a single blade about
the origin of the globallrame at rotor axis is given by:
(T) "IA,} x (F} (2.34)
In the above equation the moment IT} has three components. The x - component
of the moment represents the driving torque on the wheel, the y - component 01 the
moments represents the bending moment on the blade aboutlhe rotor centre. while the
z - component represents the twisting moment on the blade.
One should note that in the above formulation, the forces and the torques are
calculated lor a single three-dimensional blade exciled by a single nozzle at any instant
of angul.ar position about the global X - axis during the course 01 its angular motion.
2.2.5. CALCULATION OF ANGULAR ACCELERATION
As the gases impinge on to the blades, they resurt in a driving torque as mentioned
above, which causes the rotor-blade assembly 10 accelerate. The angular acceleration
of the roiar - blade assembly can be expressed as follows:
(2.35)
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where T. is the driving torque denoted by the x • component 01 the moment tTl as
mentioned in !he Eq. (2.34). In the above equation I.. denotes the combined mass
moment 01 inertia 01 the rotor disc and the blade assembly about the global X - axis,
which is nothing but the rotor axis about which Ihe entire assembly rotates. However, the
combined mass moment of inertia, 10' in this equaUon accounts for a single blade, and
the rotor disc. This will be discussed in the next section.
2.2.6. DERIVATION OF THE MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA OFTHE COMBINED DISC·
BLADE ASSEMBLY
Fig. 2.16 shows a schematic diagram of the rc.tor disc, and the blade mounted on
it. The moment of the Inertia of the blade is known at the root (refer to Section 2.2.2.1 I.
By using parallel axis theorem, one can calculate the corresponding moment of Inertia
01 the blade, G(I")b' about the rotor axis as follows:
(2.36)
where B(I...)b represents the mass moment of Inertia of the blade ahout root of the blade.
This is represented In the blade frame aboutlhe origin, B. Mbrepresents the mass 01 an
Individual blade, and d represent the diameter of the rotor disc.
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Flg.2.16 SCHEMATIC OF ROTOR DISC AND THE TURBINE BLADES
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Now the combined mass moment of inertia of the disc and the blades about the
rotor X - axis can be expressed as follows:
(2.37)
where G(I..)" denotes the mass moment of inertia of the rotor disc aboutlhe global X •
axis. One can notice that the combined moment 01 inertia is obtained by the summation
of the former with the mass moment of inertia of the blade about the global X - axis.
However, the above equation Is valid for a single blade and the rotor disc assembly.
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CHAPTER 3
VERIFICATION AND ANALYSES OF THE MODEL
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter we discussed the mathematical modeNing of agas lumina
slage to determine Impulse forces a~ling on !he enUre blade at any Inslant of lime or any
angular position of the rolor, As a follow-up, this chapler presents the results of impulse
forcss calculated by the method described in the previous chapter. The results afB
compared with a convenllonal impulse model to validate the model developed in the
Chapter 2.
Aesufts (or lwo different blade geometries viz. a straight blade, and a tapered blade
have been presented. The effect of partial-admisslon due 10 nozzle boundary on the
incoming flow over the blade Is shown in conjunction with the blade dynam:cs. The eUect
of blade geometry on impulse and the driving torque has been brought into 6ght.
Angular acceleration has been calculated by considering the inertia 01 the whole
rotor system. Total forces and torque equations have been lormulaled for equal number
of nozzle and blade pairs and the results have been presented.
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3.2 MODEL VERIFICATION
3.2.1 BLADE NOMENCLATURE AND THE CONVENTIONAL IMPULSE EQUATION
The common nomenclature of a gas turbine blade can be seen in Fig. 3,1 which
shows a section laken through the blading at any chosen diameter.
a1 and G:t represent the flow angles at entry and the exit points in the blade
passage respectively. Ill' and ~2 are the blade angles altha leading and trailing edge of
the blade airfoil, The chord is represented by c.
{W,}, and {W2 } represent the relative flow velociUes at entrance and the exil of the
blade passage and their directions are determined by the flow angles at inlel and exil.
The blade geometry and the flow angles are, however, quite Important parameters to
determine the lurbomachinery performance.
It Is wall known that the change in the momentum of the fluid flow causes the
exertion of the impulse force on the blade which can be given by conventional equation
(Harman, 1981J as follows:
(3.1)
where n is the number of rotor blades being simultaneously activated by a single ncale.
The flow angles, ((I' and CX:2 are expressed in radians. The force, {F}, exerted by the gas
Uow aels against the concave side of the blade, and is !he resultant effect of the impulse
forces exerted on the overall blade surface. The impulse loree, {FJ is approximately
narmatto the blade chord [Harman, 19611.
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3.2.2 REPRESENTATIVE MODEL - A STRAIGHT BLADE
The conventional planar model, however. can be extended to a three-dimensional
model. it the same blade profile were used along the height. In this case, the mass llow
will be accounted lor 'he enUre three-dimensional blade. Thus, the theory developed for
a generallhree·dimensional modelln the previous chapter can be compared with the
conventional model by taking an example of a blade with constant profile along the
height.
3.2.2.1 DETAILS OF THE BLADE
The Fig. 3.2 shows a three-dimensional finite element model of a straight blade
used as a representative model. The finile element discretization of the blade is done
using 20-noded. C"-conlinully, serendipity elements as discussed in the Section 2.2.2.1.
The elements are shown slaggered lor the sake of clarity.
The profile data of the blade is detailed in the Appendix C, whereas other
geometric details viz. the blade volume, the centroid of the elemental layer, the mass
moment of inertia, etc. have been described in the Table 3.1
The aerodynamic details (to the actual scale) are shown in the Fig. 3.3. As evident
from the figure, the values ot the blade angle PI' and ~2 were approximated by the
geometry of the sucllon surface of the first element at the leading edge and lhe pressure
surlace of the element at the trailing edge or the blade respectively. The blade chord
subtends an angle (\V = - 13.6°) with the axial direction.
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Fig. 3.2 THREE·DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF A STRAIGHT
BLADE
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TI"BLE 3.1 GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE STRAIGHT BLADE
Density of the blade malerial :;:. 8256 kgl m 3
Total volume altha blade =0.2347 x 10.4 m3
Height of the centroid of the blade from the blade root = 0.055 m
Mass moment of inertia of the blade about ttle origin of the blade frame,
D(I...lb= 7.84 x 10'· kg·m2•
Height of the centroid of the elemenlal layers from the blade root:
Elemental
"
Layer from x1D 2
the rool
1.1
3,3
5,5
7.7
9,9
56
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3.2.3 ASSUMPTIONS FOR VERIFICATION
The conventional model, however, does not provide detailed 0( sulliclent
information about the partial fIow·admtssion, and the three-dimensional eHeet 01 the
relative flow velocity aod the Ilow allack due to blade rolation. In ardor to compare the
results with present modelling, these issues can be easily haodled by assuming the rotor
at rest and the full-flow admisslon to the blade.
Now, for a stationary blade:
IIUII • 0 : n, • "':
Cl2 If P2
where I{U}l is the magnitude 01 blade velocity, and ao1s the angle subtended by absolute
now at nozzle exit as explained in the Fig. 2.7(b). One can also simulate the design
conditio,:, by considering Ihe orientation of flow vector Idenlicalto the blade angle PI which
means (11 = t10 = Il,. Thus, in the present case the value of U. is 50", while value of tit
is equal to .56.236°.
3.2.4 COMPARISON OF IMPULSE FORCE
The calculation lor impulse force was carried oul with the formulation described In
Ihe previous chapter by considering the following parameters:
The absolute flow velocity, VI'" 500.00 mls.
The density of the flow, p = 2.89 kglm~.
The dissipative velocity loss laclor in the blade passage, K '" 0.9
The blade speed, I(UII c 0
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Thus, I{W 1 }1:::; I{V1}! := 500.00 m1s.; and
I{W2JI =0.9 x 718.05 mls = 450.00 rrJs.
The mass flowove" ~:'e entire blade prollle wascalculaled by summing up the flow
over Individual active surfaces as discussed in the Eq, (2.28). The mass flow rate thus
obtained over the entire blade, m" =4.936 kgls
The forces over the enllre blade profile were computed along the global frame using Eq.
(2.31) were:
The total force obtained. I{F}I =3937.44 N
The axial component of the force F_ = 1523.31 N
The tangential component of the force Fy = 3630.64 Nt and
the radial component of the force F. =0.0 N
The angle sublended by the force wilh the axial direction = tan·1(FIFJ = 67.24°
i.e. II s'ubtends an angle of (67.24 + 13.6) =80.84" with lhe blade chord, which Is
approximately go off from the normal to the chord against the concave side oltha blade.
For a single blade per nozzle we consider n '" 1, and on substituting the values of
the above parameters In Eq.{3.1), we obtain the conventional impulse force as:
I(F}I =4347.5 N
Thus, the value 01 the Impulse force obtained by following the theory developed
is found to be fairly close to the conventional one (The difference is about 9%). Moreover,
the Impulse force is found to be almost perpendicular to the blade chord. This verifies
the modelling concept employed in the previous chapler.
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3.3 A STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF THE STAGE GEOMETRY
The impulse force acting on the turbine blade at any given angUlar position
depends upon several geometrical parameters, These geometrical parameters include
the nozzle geometry, the location of the nozzle corresponding to the blades. and the
geometry of the blade itself. In the present work. a study was carried oul to present the
effect of Ihese geometrical parameters which are quite important from the design poinl
ofview.
3.3.1 THE EFFECT OF THE NOZZLE GEOMETRY
Fig. 3.4 shows the schematic of the radial arrangement 01 the discrete nozzles
along the annular periphery of a circular disc. It can be seen from the r1gure that each
finite nozzle serves the purpose of partial admission of flow to the blades in motion. It
is obvious that the magnilude of Impulse forces acting on the blade will be directly
proportional to the amount of mass actually hlUing the blade surfaces (reler to tho Eq.
(2.30». The quantity of flow admission can be controlled by the angular opening, 0,." of
the nozzle. Fig. 3.5 shows Ihe variation 01 the fesultanllangential and lhe axial forces
acling on a stationary straight blade described previousty. One can observe from the
figure that with increase in Ihe nozzle opening. the forces increase almost linearly. This
is because of the propor1ional increase in the gas flow hitting the blade surfaces.
However, one can also nole that Ihis behaviour is observed up to a certain degree of the
nozzle opening Win this case), and beyond that there is no furlher increment In the
forces due to fUr1her opening of the nozzle. This is because at this particular opening Ihe
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mass flow hitting t~e blades cover the entire blade geometry and further increment of the
flow goes beyond the blades, and the effective mass of the gases hitting the blade remains
invariant. In this figure, the undulation in the clJrve is due to lack of smoothness in the
blade profile.
3.3.2 THE EFFECT OF THE BLADE GEOMETRY
The forces on the blade were obtained by calculating the flow distribution on each
element in a given blade layer. One can note that the force distribution on each blade
finite element surface depends upon its orientation with respect to the relative flew vector.
Fig. 3.6 5hows the variation of the axial and the tangential force distribution along the
pressure surfCl(:es in one of the elemental layer at the root of the blade from leading edge
10 the trailing edge. One can easily notice that the effect of the blade geometry (i.e., the
orientation of surfaces) is quite pronounced on the force distribution from the leading edge
to the trailing edge of the blade. There is a negative gradient in the axial force al the
second surface of the blade (the axial force on element 2 is less than that on element 1)
which is due to the lack of smoothness in the blade. The distributions of the forces were
found to be the same in other elemental layers of the straight blade.
3.3.2.1 THE EFFECT OF TAPER
The straight blade discussed in earlier sections was modified to a tapered blade.
The coordinates of the cross-sedion at the tip of the blade were multiplied by a factor of
0.59 while the profile at the root was keptlhe same as that of the straight
65
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blade. The geometric properties of the tapered blade are detailed in the Table 3.2. Figs.
3.7 and 3.8 show the distribution of the forces along the elemental surfaces and their
corrosponding variation in elemental layers from the rool ta the Up af the blade. It can
be seen from;the figure thatlhe distributions of both axial and tangential forces show the
similar characteristics as exhibited by the straight blade. This is because Ihe nature of
the blade profile along the cross section does not vary. However, a significant reduction
in the forces is obseNed tn the elemental layers along the height of the tapered blade.
The reduction in the magnitude of the forces is due to the reduction in the effective
surface area of the blade elements and correspondingly, the amount of the flow impinging
on the surfaces also get reduced. Fig. 3.9 shows the variation of the lotal axial and
tangential forces along each elemental layer along the blade height.
3.4 THE EFFECT OF THE VELOCITY VARIATION
3.4.1. THE EFFECT OF THE ABSOLUTE GAS VELOCITY VARIATION
The effect of variation of the absolute flow velocity, {V,} at nozzle exit on the
impulse farces over a straight blade can be ObseNed in Fig. 3.10. The blade is kept
slationary against the flow 10 obseNe the effect of the variation of the flow. The results
show Ihatlhe forces increase with the increment of the 1I0w velocity, and the nature of
the increment is parabolic. This can be understood by referring to Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30).
If we substitute 6rh~ from Eq. (2.29) inlo Eq. (2.30), we get:
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TABLE 3.2 GEOMETRIC DETAilS OF A TAPERED BLADE
Density 01 the blade material =8256 kg! mJ
Total volume of the blade:::: 0.15162 X 10-4 mJ
Height of the centroid of the blade from the blade root:::: 0.04575 m
Mass moment of ilertia oftha blade aboul the origin of the blade frame.
ll(I••)b:::: 3.80 X 10-4 kg_mz•
Height of the centroid of the elemental layers from the blade root:
Elemental
"Layer Irom x 10 z
the root m
1 1.0687
2 3.2657
3 5.4622
4 7.6597
5 9.6524
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G(oF}' = p GIIW,}I (Mo)' • Glow}'
.. f(W ,)2
.. I(V,)'l at 00 = 0 ;
(3.2)
Thus the force is a second order function of the absolute velocity, which explains
the parabolic nature of the variation of forces. The parabolic nature of the curves hold
good lor bolh axial, and tangential components of Ihe forces. Similar resulls are also
obtained lor the driving torque as shown in Ihe Fig. 3.11. This Is because the torque is
nolhing bul the moment of the tangential forces about the global X - axis.
3.4.2 THE EFFECT OF THE ROTOR SPEED VARIATION
Fig. 3.12 shows that the forces acting on the blade decrease wilh increase in the
rolor sp~ed. This decrease shows a linear behaviour. This Is primarily due to the
decrease in the relative velocity, {Wa of Ihe flow entering the blade passage (refer to Fig.
2.7), and the decrease in the flow entry angle a l . Similar results were also obtained by
other researchers [Rieger et aI., 1978].
3.5 A STUDY OF FORCES, TORQUES, AND ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS A"'
DIFFERENT ANGULAR POSITIONS OF A SINGLE BLADE
The dynamics of the blade under instantaneous nozzle excitations completely
depends upon the nozzle geometry, the blade geometry, and the gas flow. A simulation
study was carried oul at several discrete sleps of the angular positions of the blade from
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.150 through 150 which covers the rotation 01 the blade by one circular pitch. The axial
spacing between the tHO (Ihe stator and the rotor) was taken to be 50 % of the chord
length. The absolute v.alocity 01 the flow has been laken to be 718.05 m/s (Dhar, 1994].
In the previous chapter we developed tonnulation for a single nozzle causing
excitations on a single blade mounted on a rolor disc. For the sake 01 simplicity. we
considered a solid circular disc with its thickness identical to the axial blade width. Tablll
3.3 shows the calculation of mass moment of inertia 01 Ihe rotor - disc assembly about
the global X • axis.
Figs. 3.13 through 3.17 show the results 01 the simulation study carried out on a
single blade-rotor system exciled by a single nozzle. As can be seen from the figurol that
the gas· from thi; finite nozzle hits the blade only between a range of rotor angular
positions. As soon a~ the gases hit the rotor blade, it starts gaining the momentum and
reaches to a peak at cerlain angular position 01 the blade where it is completely exposed
to Ihe flow Irom the noule. On lurther movement ollhe rotor, the mass flow hitting the
blade reduces. which explains the reduction in the forces, torque. and the angular
acceleration. The posillon ollha psak, however. depends on the flow anyle and the axial
spacing between the stator, and rotor stage. Also, it can be observed from the Fig. 3.17
that the angular speed of the fotor builds up tillihe blade remains in the zone of nozzle
excltatlon. The angular speed becomes again constant once the blade loses the flow
contact. The angulE'f accelerallon at each instant of the angular position 01 the rolor was
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TABLE 3.3
CALCULATION FOR MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA OF A SINGLE BLADE· DISC
ASSEMBLY
d, the diameter of the disc :: 0,1 m
h, the thickness of tha disc = 0.032 m
Pd' the density of the malerial (sleel) of the disc = 7860 kglmJ
Md, The mass of Ihe rotor disc = nd
2hpd = 197.54 kg.
O(I..)d' the mass moment of inertia about X • axis = Y2 Mel (d/2)2 = 24.6925 Kg·m2•
B(I••lb G(l••)b °(1..1
°(1")<1 kg_m
2 kg·m2 kg_m2
kg_m2 Straight Tapered Straight Tapered Straight Tapered
Blade Blade Blade Blade Blade Blade
24.6925 7,B4 3.BO 0.04926 0,03167 24,741 24,724
x 10'4 X 10'·
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calculated using Eq. (2.35), and was used 10 obtain the angular speed al that instant. The
angular speed over a short interval was calculated using the equliltion:
w.2 '" ~2 ... 2a&9 (3.3)
It should be noted that the angular acceleration, a, Is a variable and varies with the
torque. Therefore, it was necessary to discrelize the interval .150 to 150 into equal
"ngular sleps. The value of a was assumed to be the constant between Ihese steps, The
final (J) values (I.e, <Or) shown in Fig. 3.17 would increase further when the bladd goes
through another naule excitation.
The simulation results in Figs, 3.13 to 3.17 also show the comparative study of the
straight, and the tapered blades, II can be seen from ligures that the forces, and other
dynamic paramelers in the case of a tapered blade are comparatively quite as compared
to the st.raight blade,
3.6 COMBINED FORCES ON THE ROTOR-BLADE ASSEMBLY SYSTEM
In the previous chapter formulations were developed for a single blade in
association with the rolor, However. In order to design an actual syslem one must
consider total forces Le. the lorces on each 01 the blades being simUltaneously excitod
by each 01 the nozzles. In the present work, we hava assumed the number 01 nozzles
to be equal 10 the number of blades.
For an identical set of nozzles and blades, the impulse excltalion on each blade
will be identical. The tolat forces acting on the complete disc and blade assembly due
to nozzle excitations can be given by:
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,IF! • t. [R.(e,) i1 F1, (3.4)
where"b is the number synchronous sels of blades or nOlzles arranged radially. {F,l is
Ihe force obtained on a single blade. Here, [R.(8JJ is the rolation matrix (rotational
operator) aboullhe global X - axis passing through the centre allhe rolor·disc assembly.
Ills used 10 obtain the simultaneous forces on the other blades spaced at angle e~ form
the first blade. It can mathematically be expressed as:
(3.5)
where 91 is the angular position of the first blade in Y • Z plane (lIthe global frame.
In the force equation, one should note that the overall lore8, r{F) has three
components where:
LF. = Net lorce in X - dlreclion. This is the lotal reaction force on the bearings.
l:Fy = Net rorce in tangenlial direction. For blades at equal angular spacing, this
force accrues to nil.
I:Fl = Net force in radial direction. This force is responsible for the bending of the
rolating wheel shaft. For tJlades at equal angular spacing, this force accrues to nil.
e4
Similarly, the net driving torque on the rotor - blade system can be given by the
cross product of the point of application, and the corresponding impulse force on Ihe
blade wilt be
where {Rd} is a 3 x 1 column matrix representing the position veclor 01 the point of
appllcatlon of the impulse force on an individual blade. Now, the total driving torque on
the turbine rotor stage is given by the x • component 01 overall moment about the origin
01 the globallrame.
The angular acceleration in this case would be:
(3.7)
where rl... is the combined mass moment 01 inertia or the rotor disc and the tolal number
of blades. Referring to Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39), one can write
(3.8)
where G(I...) is the combined mass moment of inertia of the rotor disc and a single blade
whereas G(l"')b is the mass moment 01 inertia of an individual blade about the global X •
axis.
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Fig. 3.18 shows the total resultant force characteristics or the entire stage
consistlng a set 01 twelve nozzles, and identical number of blades arranged radially al
equal angular interval. From the figure, one can observe that both the tangential, and the
radial forces get cancelled due to synchronous effect on the radially opposite blades.
However, the axial forces on all individual blades gel combined to give the net bearing
force on the rotor. From this figure, it can also be seen lhalthe lolal bearing force varies
with the blade rotation. Fig. 3.19 shows the similar combined effects on the total driving
torque on the rotor.
Table 3.4 shows the distribullon of the forces on a sel of twelve tapered blades
slmullaneously excited upon by the identical number of nozzles at a given angular
po!>ilion. The last row shows the summation of all the blade forces along the global
direction. One can see that the sum of all the forces in radIal and tangential direction
becomes' nil. These results clearfy depict a balanced system in the global Y - Z plane.
All axial forces acting in the same direction get accrued, and thus suggests the need of
suitable bearing to take up the loads In axial direction.
Fig. 3.20 shows the camparalive variation of angular acceleration due to
simul!aneouo excitaUons on all twelve blades with Ihat of a stngle blade. The angular
acceleration in Ihe r;ase ollwelve blades is approximately equal 10 twelve times the value
lor a single blade. It would not be strictly equal to 12 limes since the Inertia of Ihe olher
11 blades is also included in results lor a single blade.
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TABLE 3.4
DISTRIBUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS NOZZLE EXCITATIONS ON ALL BLADES AT
61 = 3"
Angular
Blade Axial Force Tangential Force Radial Force
Position
Number (N) (N) (N)
a,
1 30 2260.316 5187.046 -279.4247
2 330 2260.316 4631.827 2351.532
3 630 2260.316 2635.515 4352.399
4 930 2260.316 279.4313 5187.045
5 1230 2260.316 -2351.526 4631.83
6 1530 2260.316 -4352.396 2835.52
7 1830 2260.316 -5187.045 279.4366
8 2130 2260.316 -4631.832 -2351.522
9 2430 2260.316 -2835.526 ..4352.392
10 2730 2260.316 -279.444 -5187.045
11 3030 2260.316 2351.514 -4631.836
12 3330 2260.316 4352.387 -2835.533
E(F) 27123.792 0.00 0.00
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Fig. 3.21 shows the comparative results due io variation in the angular speed 01 the rotor.
One can notice that the angular speed of the twelve blade-rolor system was not twelve
times the angular speed of the single blade-rotor system. This is because the square 01
angular speed varies linearly with the acceleration which is quite evtdent from Eq. (3.3).
In summary, we can say as menlioned in the Section 3.1. the lorces on the rotor
blades at any posillon were calculated by dividing the blade surface into several linite
surfaces. The effect 01 the nozzles geometry and the gas velocity were considered.
Finally, the angular speed of the rotor-blade and the shall system was also calculated
based on the forces on all the blades.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The objed:ive of the present work was to develop an analytical model, and to study
the impulse forces ading on the rolating blade by considering the flow interaction with the
enlire blade in three-dimensional frame work. The theoretical fonnulations were
developed in Chapter 2 where this was achievod by suitably drAining the c:oocdlnate
systems on the blade, the rotor shaft, and the nozzle at its one of the exit points. The
blade was disaetized using C°-c:ontinuity. 20-noded serendipity elements in order to map
the complicated geometry. Each surface of the blade fU'lite element was defined by two
sets of vectors, one along the aoss·sec:tion facing the nozzle, and the other along the
blade height. The nozzles Mel blades were spaced at approximately 50% of blade chord
length. The velocity of the fluid flow from the finite nozzle was modelled as I vector, and
its corresponding lntaradion with the rotating blade surface was obtained. Such a
modelling tends to be quite complicated because (a) the geometries are quite oompllcated,
and (b) there is always a relative motion between the blade and the nozzle. lht major
difficulty in modelling is the orientation of the vectors in three dimensions. The nOW'
interadion with the blade slrlace was modelled as a reflection procell in three dimension.
This was done by defining the local frame of references at each of the dynamic blade
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SUl1aces, and the incidt>nt flow vector was rotated in a plane normal to the blade surface
to obtain the reflected flow vector, and then the colTesponding change in the momentum
was calculated by their difference in the global frame. The mass flow was estimated for
each finite sUl'face by considering projection of the Slrlace over a plane normal to the
incident relalive velocity vector. The impulse force was calwlated by the change of
momentum over each finite element, and then were summed up to obtain the total force
over the blade surface. In Chapter 2. The torque, and angular lICC8leration were
calculated for a single blade rotor system, and the blade dynamics were presented.
In Chapter 3, the model was compared with the conventional model. The vartatlons
of various parameters viz. the geometry of the nozzle, and the blade, the absolute flow
velocity etc. were carried out on a single blade at a typical posilJon. Finally, the equation.
were fonnulated for a multi-btade rotor system to calculate the combined forces, torques,
and angular accelerations using the inertia of the combined system, and results were
presented for a set of 12 nozzle-blade system.
The studies canied out in this investigation helps one to draw the following
conclusions:
1. The present analytical model can be successfully used to present the state of the
forces, the tOl'tfJ8S, angular acceleration, etc. on a gas turbine blade U'lder nozzle
excitations. On a comparative study of forces computed based on this investigation
and those oblJaned by the conventional model, a claM agreement was obtained.
2. The forces on the blads inaease with the increase in the nozzle opening angle, eH-
to a limiting value. a".,.. Jet that, the forces become constant, I.e. a saturation is
read1ed.
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3. The forces acting on the blade are highly dependent on the blade geometry in
terms of the orientation of the blade surfaces with respect to the incident relative
velocity.
4. The forces and torques on the tapered blade were found to be significantly less
compared to that on the straight blade.
5. A parabolic nature of the forces and torquos wore obtained due to incrGase in the
absolute velocity of the gases.
6. With increase in the rotor speed the magnitude of the forces and torques
decrease.
7. The forces, and the torques acting on the blade are a function of the blade position
with respect to the nozzle. These forces and torques increasij to a maximum
value, and then decrease with the rotation of the blade.
4.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT WORK AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK
1. There is a possibility that the flow, alter gelling reflected from Ihe blade surtace
might hit some other element{s) of the same blade and, or the adjacent blade.
The reflected flow velocity can be traced forward and its further interaction with the
blade surfaces can be investigated. Moreover, one can also trace the velocities
at exit from one slage as the inlet velocity for the next stage.
2. In Sectlon 2.2.3.3, the formulation for mass flow calculalion was developed by
using an approximate method by considering the maxImum X-Y bound of the
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nozzle projection. This is supposed to give a conservative estimate of lhe force
over the blade. Howaver, the method should be revised to calculate the exact
value of the exposed area.
3. An experimental verification is required to investigate the accuracy of the:: results.
4. The excitations give rise to fluctuating loads on the blade, and are well known to
cause vibration in the turbines. The forces obtained from the present work can be
used to s!udy the vibratory effects on the blades and rotor disc systems.
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APPENDIX A
A.l GENERA~ MAPPING AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE
FRAMES
Very ollen we know the descripllon of a vector with respect to some frame S, and we
would like to know its description with respect to another frame A. This can be done
using a general mapping Involving the translation and the orienlallon allhe frame with
respect to each olher. As shown In the Fig. A.1, ~PIlORG ISB veclorlhat locales th30rigin
of the frame B with respect to Irame A. Also the frame B is oriented with respect to A.
Given a vector Bp In the frame B, we wish 10 compute the vectorAp. This can be done
asfoJlows:
We can first change Bp to its description relative to an intermediate frame which has the
same orientation as frame A, but whose origin Is coincident with the origin of the frame
B. This Is done by premulliplylng by a 3X3 malrix called rolatlon matrix, ~[RI, which
describes the orlBfltation 01 frame B with respeclto the frame A. This orIentation matrix
can be given by a set of lhree vectors as follows:
[ ] [
X"XA
A- A" A " •~IRI' x. y. t. ~ ::~:
3,3
(A.l)
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t B I i~
Flg.A.l
,..""'.
~'" ~~ ..z" ...P.........pX. ....--~Y\ r.
x.
GENERAL MAPPING OF THREE OIMENSIONAL FRAMES [CRAIG, 1989)
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Each component in the matrix represents the dot product of two unil vectors. This is
nothing but the cosines of angle between them. The components of rolatlon malrix are
often relerred to as direction cosines,
We then account lor the translation between origins by simple vector addilion
yielding
Ap : ~(RJ Bp .;. APOORG (A.2)
Thus the above equation describes the general mapping of a vector from its
description in one frame to a description in a second frame, The above equation can also
be written as:
(A.3)
where :(T] is called transformation matrix. As il is evident form Eqs. (A,2), and (A,3) that
tn~s transformation matrix takes care of both the rotalion, as well as the translation of the
vector and Is often called as transformation operator, In order that we can write the
mathematics 01 Eq. (A.2) in the matrix operator form, we represent the translormaUon
operator as a 4 x 4 matrix, and use a 4 x 1 position vector. If done so, the Eq. (A.2)
takes the following structure
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(A.•)
We adopt the convention that a position vector is 3 x 1 or 4 x 1, depending
on whether it is multiplied by 3 x 3 rotation matrix or by a 4 x 4 transformation matrix.
Thus, the above equation will lake the following shape
(A.S)
The transformation operator is a homogeneous matrix , and Is olten called a
homog~neous transform. It can be regarded purely as a construction matrix used 10
cast both rotation, as well as Ihe transformation Into a single matrix. Thus, one can use
this transformation operator to describe a point or vector in any given frame relative to
an another reference frame in three dimensional space.
lOS
A.2 ROTATION OF FRAMES ABOUT PRINCIPAL AXES
[, 0 0](A.(6)]. 0 cosO -sinO
o sinO cosO
[
COsO 0 Sino]
IA,IU) • 0 1 0
-sinO 0 cose
[
COSO -sinO 0]
[R.(O)]. sinO cosl:l 0
o 0 1
(A.51
(A.7)
(A.O)
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APPENDIX B
ANSYS ALGORITHM FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT
DISCRETIZATION OF THE TURBINE BLADE, AND CALCULATION OF THE
GEOMETRIC PROPERnES
The three-dimensional model of the turbine blade was generated with the help of
a general purpose finite element software, called ANSYS. The coordinates of the airfoil
cross-section of the turbine blade at the rool and the lip afe the input data. The input
values were fed into the program from a file called node. The node file contains the node
numbers and the corresponding coordinates of the lop and the bottom layers of the
turbine blade. The program is versatile enough to discrelize both straight, and tapered
blade. One can conveniently modify the node file to obtain the discretization lor a given
type 01 blade. The purpose of the program was to calculate the geometric properUes
as discussed in Section 2.2.2.1. This was done by using only the preprocessor module
01 the finite element package.
Two routines/macros were used:
i) area • calculates the centroid of the individual finite elemental surface
area ( both pressure and suction sides). The values 01 these are wrillen in
output data files, and is suitably explained in the algorithm.
Ii) volume· calculates the volumelric properties such as volume of the each
elemental layer of the blade, its moment of inertia, centroid etc.
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I ANSYS ALGORITHM
Iprep?
hille, THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION OF THE TURBINE
BLADE
Iinp,node I Nodes for the bottom & top layers are read from file
I Node Filling Between Bottom and Top layers of the blade
°do,m,l.1S,1
fill,m,SOO+m,9,50+m,50
fiJI,m+30,530+m,9,80+m,50
"enddo
Vview,1,·l,·l,2
Inplo
I Element Definition
al,',solid90 I 2G-Noded,·solid, Isoparametrlc, serendipity Element
e,I,3,~3,31,101,103,133,131
emore,2.18,32,16,102.118,132,116
emore,51,53,83.81
Ipnum,enum,l
I epic
IELEM~NTGENERATION
9990,7,2,1.7,'
egeo,2,100,1,8.7
e990,7,2,6,14,1
9990 ,2,100,6,15,7
9geo,7,2, 15,~1,1
9geo.2,1 00.15.22.7
egen,7,2.22,28,1
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ogen,2,100,22,29,7
ogen,7,2,29,35,1
I VIEW THE MODEL IN 3_DIMENSION
1/view,1,·1,·1,2
leplo
I Keypoint Generation from the nodes to calculate the geometric properties
'do,i,1,6,1
j = 100·(1-1)
"do,m,1,15
knode,m+j,m+j
knode,m+30+j,m+30+j
"enddo
"enddo
linp,area I A routinel macro for calculating the Surface area, and the geometric
Centroid.
I/inp,vo[ume I Calculates the Volume of each finite element, and the
I Moment of Inertia of the elemental layer. and the entire
I blade about the blade frame.
Ilini
lexit
MACROS
i) area
I Determination of Geometric Properties of Finite Surface area of the Blade
"DIM,cs,,40,3 I centroid of the suction surfaces
"DIM,cp,,40,3 I centroid of the pressure surfaces
'DIM,as,,40 I area of the suction surfaces
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"DIM,ap,,40 I area altha pressure sur1acas
I X-Coordinate 01 Centroid 01 pressure Surface
I Y-Coordlnate 01 Centroid of pressure Surface
I Z-CoOrdlnate of Centroid of pressure Surface
I X-Coordinate 01 centroid 01 Suction Surface
I SURFACE AREA GENERATION
ii = 1
"do,I,1,5,1
i: 1000 U-1)
a,ltl ,1+31 ,1+131 ,1+101
asum
kk = BOU-1) + 1
"gal,cp{kk,l ),araa,ii,cent,x
"gel,cp(kk,2),area,ll,cent,Y
"get,cp(kk,3),area,li,cenl,z
"get,ap(kk),area,U,area
adale,ii
'do,m, 1,13,2
a,i+m,i+m+2,t+m+2+100,1+1OO+m
asum
pp = B°(j-1) + (m+3)/2
"get,cp(pp,l),area,ii,cent,x
"gel,cp(pp,2},area,il,cent,Y
"gal,cp(pp,3},area,it,cent,z
"gat,ap(pp),area,ii,area
adele,ii
"enddo
'do,m,1,13,2
a,i+30+m,i+30+m+2,i+30+m+2+100,i+30+1OQ+m
asum
qq =B°(j-1) + (m+1)/2
"gel,cs(qq,l),area,li,cent,x
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"gel,cs(qq,2),area,ii,cenl,y
*get,cs(qq,3),area,ii,cenl,z
"get,as{qq),area,il,area
adele,ii
"enddo
I V*Coordlnate of centroid 01 Suction Surface
I Z-Coordinate of centroid of Suction Surface
rr = qq + 1
a,i+15,i+45,i+145,i+115
asum
"gel,cs(rr,l ).area,ii,cent,x
"gel,cs(rr,2),area,li,cenl,y
"gel,cs(rr,3),area,ii,cent,z
"gel,as(rr),area,li,area
adeJe,ii
"enddo
"slatus,cp
·stalus,cs
loutput,centp I Writing centroid of Pressure Surfaces In file centp
'vwrite,cp(1,1 ),cp(l ,2),cp(1 ,3)
(18.4,2<,18.4,2<,18.4)
loulput,term
lout,cents
"vwrite,cs(l,l ),c5(1,2),cs(1 ,3) I Writing Centroid of Suction Surfaces In file centa
(f8.4,2x,fB.4,2x,f8.4)
lout,term
lout,a5p
"vwrile,ap{l)
(18.4)
lout,term
lout.ass
*vwrlle,as(l) I Writing the surface area of the suction side In lIIe
as.
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(18.4)
loul,lerm
II) volume
I Determination 01 Volumetric Properties of Finite Elements of the Blade
'do,jv,100,500,100
'do,mv, 1,13,2
ijv = iv-l00
v,jjv+mv,jjv+mv+2,jv+mv+2,jv+mv,jjv+mv+30,jjV+mv+32,jv+mv+32,jv+mv+30
'enddo
I Summation of volumes of all elements In an elemental layer.
vdele,1.7
"enddo
NOTE: The value of volumetric properties were interactively read from the program.
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APPENDIX C
C.1 PROFILE DATA OF THE AIRFOIL SECTION usee FOR TURBINE BLADE
The airfoil data are detailed In Figs. C.l, and C.2. Fig. C.l shows the cross section of
the lumina blade with x-coordinates 01 the comer nodes 01 the Ilolla elements al thIs
section. Fig. C.2 shows the corresponding y-coordinaI8s. The values 01 the coordinates
are In mm. One c".n also notice the location of the blade frame, B, altha centroid 01 the
airfoil.
C.2 NOOE NUMBERING PAITERN OF THE BLADE FINITE ELEMENT AND THEIR
CORNER NODES
Fig. C.3 shows a finite element no. 2 of the three dimensionallinite element mode altha
turbine blade used in the presenl work.. The node numbering of the element number '2'
can be seen in this figure.
Fig. C.4 shows the corner nodes of the finile element and the veclorizaUon scheme. Out
of a tolal of 308 nodes, only 96 corner nodes were used for the three dimensional
vectorizalion scheme of the turbine blade.
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133
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33
Fig. C.4 A BLAD~ FINITE ELEMENT (NO.2) SIIOWING THE CORNER NODES
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APPENDIX D
PROGRAM LISTINGS
0.1 GEOMETRIC MODELLING AND NOZZLE EXCITATIONS
1. The coordinates of the corner nodes of the entire three· dimensional model were
read in the program from suitable dala file for a given blade type - viz. straight
blade, or tapered blade. The other geometric properties - such as the geometric
centroid of 6ach of the finite element surfaces (both pressure side, and suction
side), the height of the centroid of the elemenlallayers from the root of the blade
a.nd the mass moment of inertia of the blade, nozzle location ele. were provided
as inputs.
2. The results such as forco, torque, angular acceleration ele. obtained on simulation
of the blade under nozzle excitation were reported in output liles.
The results are for the nozzle excitations on a single blade. However, this program
is versatile enough to incorporate the effect or the combined mass moment of
inertia of (he complete sets 01 blade, and rotor system.
The program was written in FORTRAN 77. The program is listed in 0.1.1
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0.1.1
PROGRAM FOR DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF IMPULSE ON A FINITE_eLEMENT
DISCRETIZEO BLADE.
DIMENSiON K(6,16), CO_ORD(6,4,16), D_CO_OAD(6.4.16), th(50)
DIMENSION VSla,3,B), VPI',3.8), VSH(S,3.8), VPHI5,3,8)
DIMENSION UVS(',3,8), UVP(6,3,'I,ABSV516,8), ABSVPI',')
DIMENSION UVSH(S,3.8), UVPH(5,3,B),ABSVSH(5,8), ABSVPH(5,B)
DIMENSION USVS(S,3,8), USVP(5,3,8}. AVS(5,B), AVP(5,8), RD(S,4,I),
1 CENT_LAYER(S),OMEGA(3), A_oYNIS,4, '1, VB(5,3),VA1 (5,3),UVR115,3)
DIMENSION Gamma_s(S,8), Gamma_p(5,8), FACTOR_S(5,8l,FACTOR_P{5,8),
OAVS(5,8), OAVP(5,B), 05(5,8), QP(5,8). PAOT_GL(5,3,3,Bl,
SROT_Gl(5,3,3,8I, TPROLGL(S,3,3,8), TSROT_GL(5,3.3,B),ABSVR1(5},
UVR2_S(5,3,B), UVR2_P(5,3,B), S)MP(5,3,8), P_IMP(5.3,8),
A_SIMP(5,BI, A_PIMP(S,B), TOT_SlMP(S,3), TOT_PIMP(5,3j,
AT_SIMP(5), AT_PIMP(5),ToT_IMPI5,3), TOT_ABSIMP(5),TIMP(31,
CENTP(5,4,B), CENTS(S,4,'), DCENTP(5,4,B), oCENTS(5,',B),
ALCENTSI5,3), ALCENTPI5,3),ACENTS(31,ACENTPI31,TSI31,TP(3),
T-"'MP(3), T_SIMP(3), APP-,MP(3), TORQUEI31, OOAVSI5,B),
O.DAVP(5,8)
COMMON IDYNAMlCO_OAD, D_CO_OAD, CENTS, CENTP, AR
COMMON IDYNJ DCENTS, DCENTP
COMMON NECT_LAYEAlVS. VP, UVS, UVP, ABSVS, ABSVP
COMMON NECT_HEIGHTf VZH, VPH, UVSH, UVPH, ABSUVSH, ABSUVPH ,Layers
COMMONNECT_SURF/USVS,USVP, AVS, AVP
COMMON Irpm! OMEGA, AD, R_DYN
COMMONfPAOJ I FACTOR_S , FACTOR_P
COMMON I ROTATIONI PROT_Gl, SROT_GL, TPAOT_GL,TSROT_GL
COMMONI UNIT_RELVEl2I UVR2_S, UVR2_P
COMMONIlMP_FORCE! SJMP, PJMP, A..SIMP, A_PIMP, TOT_SIMP.
1 TOLPIMP,AT_SIMP, AT_PIMP, TOT_IMP,TOT~8SIMP
COMMONI CENTROID I AlCENTS, ALeENTP
COMMONNELOCITY/ABSV1, ALPHA
COMMON IFLOW AREAl DAVS, DAVP, DDAVS, DDAVP
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REAL AZ, AINC, Ih, ABSVS,ABSVP,ABSVPH,ABSVPS, AVS, AVP
ALiMIT =0.001
ALPHA is the angle of effJuK at the Nozzle outlet.
ALPHA =50
THETAN Is the Nozzle opening angle,
THETAN =7.5
THETAP =THETAN' (3.1415927/180,00)
START IS THE STARTING VALUE OF ANGLE OF ROTOA MOVEMENT
START"" ·15
C ANB Is the number 01 Nozzles considered fOf eKcitations,
C ANB = 1 101 a signJe blade-rolor dynamics,
ANB= 1
A.BSV1 is the absoluJe veloclly at Nozzle exlllDhar, D, pg. lOll
ABSV1 =:: 718.05
RR Is the Aotor radius.
AR:O_5
OPEN (UNIT = 1, FILE = 'CORNER_NOD.OAT, STATUS ='0lD')
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = 'CfI.DAT, STATUS :'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT =3, FILE = 'CS.DAT', STATUS :'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT = 4, FILE = 'CENT. OAf, STATUS ='OlD')
OPEN (UNIT = 31, FILE = 'qs.dat', STATUS :'NEW')
OPEN (UNIT =32, FILE = 'qp.dat', STATUS='NEW')
OPEN (UNIT= 33, FILE = 'pappl.dal', STATUS ='NEW)
OPEN (UNIT. 34, FILE ='slmp.dal', STATUS .'NEW)
OPEN (UNIT = 35, FILE = 'plmp.dal', STATUS:'NEW')
OPEN (UNIT = 36, FILE = 'loLsimp.dat', STATUS ='NEW')
OPEN (UNIT =37, FILE = 'lo!...pimp.dat', STATUS ='NEW')
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OPEN (UNIT", 38, FILE = 'IOUmp.dat', STATUS ::'NEW')
OPEN (UNIT:: 39, FILE = '~mp.dal', STATUS ='NEW)
OPEN (UNIT:: 40, FILE = 'lPlmp.dat', STATUS ='NEW')
OPEN (UNIT:: 41, FILE = 'Lslmp.dal', STATUS ='NEW')
OPEN (UNIT = 42, FILE = 'Ip.dat', STATUS ='NEW')
OPEN (UNIT = 43, FILE = 'Is.dat', STATUS ='NEW')
OPEN (UNIT = 44, FILE = 'torque.da!', STATUS ='NEW')
OPEN (UNIT:: 45, FILE = 'omega,etat', STATUS ='NEW)
OPEN (UNIT = 46, FILE = 'ang_ace.dal'. STATUS ='NEW')
layers = no, of blade airfoil cross sections
Layers = 6
C ILayers = no of elemental layels = Layers· 1
ILayers =5
C Reading Blade data
DO 1 L = 1, Layers
D02N =1,16
READ(':) K(L,N), ICO_DROIL,M,N),M.' ,3)
templ = CO_ORO(L,l,N)
temp2 = CO_ORD(L,2,N)
temp3 = CO_ORD(L,3,N)
C Co-ordinate unit correction, and transformation 10 Globallrame.
CO_ORO(l,1,N) = lemp111000,OO
CO_ORO(L,2,N) = temp2l1000,OO
CO_ORD(L,3,N) =temp3l100.00 + RA
CO_ORD(l",N) = 1.0
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
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Roading Blade sut1ace C1lnlroids
DO 41l'" 1, llayers
READ(4:l CENT_LA YER(l)
D042N",1,a
REAO(2,'){CENTP{l,M,N),M",1,3)
AEAD(3:){CENTSIL.M,N),M=T .3)
lpl '" CENTP(l,l,N)
Ip2 '" CENTP(l,2,N)
Ip3 = CENTP(l,3,N)
ts1 = CENTS{L,1,Nj
ts2 '" CENTS(l,2,N)
ts3 '" CENTS(L,:i,N)
Centroid unit correcllon, arn:ltranslormatlon to global frame.
CENTP{L,l N) '" lp1l1 000.00
~ENTP(l,2,N) .. lp2l1 000.00
CENTP{l,3,N) .. Ip3l1 00.00 + RR
CENTPll.4.N) =1.0
CENTS(l,l,N) =Is1l1 000.00
CENTS(l.2,N) =15211000.00
CENTS(l,3,N) =ts3Jl 00.00 + AR
CENTS(lA,N) .. 1.0
42 CONTINUE
41 CONTINUE
0025 L:1,ILayers
AO(L.l,l)=O.O
AO (L.2.1) =0.0
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RD(L,3,1)::: CENT_LAYEA(L) 1100+ RR
RD (LA,l)::: 1.0
25 conlinue
IT::: 16
Anliclockwlse corrections
ASTART:::· START * (3.1415927/ lBO.OO)
AINC =0
AZ = (2'START/(IT·1W(3.141592711BO.OO)
Specify Ihe initial rolating speed ollila rolor
OMEGA(I): 100
OMEGA(2) = 0
OMEGA(3)= 0
Q0101=1,IT,1
lh(l) == th(l) + AINC + ASTART
AINC = AJNC +AZ
WRITE(45:J OMEGA(l)
CALL DYN_CO_ORD (Ih, II
0015L=1,Laye15
CALL LAYER_VECTOR(D_CO_OAD,L, I)
15 continue
DO 18 L= 1.llayers
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CALL SURFACE_VECTOR(L,I, VSH, VPH,VS, VP)
CALL INCIDENT_REL_VEL(L,I,th, VAl, UVA1, ABSVR1j
CALL INCIDENT_ANGLE(UVA1, UsVS, USVP, Gamma_5, Gamma-p, L)
CALL PROJECT_AREA (AVS, AVP, DAVS, DAVP, L)
CALL REFLECT_REF_GEN (UVR 1, USVS, USVP, L)
CAlL MASSfLOW (ABSVR1, DDAVS, ODAVP,L, as, OPI
CALlIMPULSE(UVR1,A8SVR1. OS,OP. L)
16 conllnue
This Is analysis section for impulse and torque at different lime
D030M =1,3
T1MP{M) =0
TPIM)=0
TSIM)=0
T _PIMP(M). 0
T _SIMP(M) • 0
DO 31 L =1, Ilayers
TP(M) = TP(M) + TOT_PIMP(l,M)'AlCENTPll,M)
TS(M) = TS(M) + TOT_SIMP(L,M)'AlCENTS(l,M)
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T_PIMP(M) =T _PIMP(M) + TOT_PIMP(L,M}
T_SIMP(M) = T _SIMP(M) +TOT_SIMP(L,M)
TIMP(M) =TIMP(M} + TOTJMP(l,M)
31 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
WRITE(40,') (T_PIMP(M),M.1,3)
WRITE(41,') (T_SIMP(M),M::1,3)
IF(ABS(T_P1MP(111.LE. AUMIT .AND. ABSIT_PIMP(2)) .lE.ALlMIT .AND.
1 ABS(T_PIMP(3)) .LE. ALiMIT) THEN
ACENTP(l) = 0
ACENTP(2) = 0
ACENTP(3) = 0
ELSE IF (ABS(T]IMP(3)) .LE. AlIMIT) THEN
ACENTP(I) =TP(I) fT_PIMP(1)
ACENTP(2) =TP(2) fT_PIMP(2)
ACENTP(3) = DCENTP(3,3,5)
ELSE
ACENTP(l) = TP(l) fT_PIMP(1)
ACENTP(2) = TP(2) fT_PIMP(2)
ACENTP(3) = TP(3) fT_PIMP(3)
ENDIF
D050 M ::1,3
IF(ABS(T_SIMP(MII.LE. ALiMIT) THEN
ACENTS(M) = 0
ELSE
ACENTSIM) = TS(MJ fT_SIMPIM)
ENDIF
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50 CONllNUE
IF (ABS(TIMP(I)) .LE.AUMIT .AND. ABS(T1MP(2» .LE.ALlMIT .AND.
1 ABS(TIMP(3») .LE. ALiMIT) THEN
APP_IMP(1) ... 0
APP_IMP(2) :IE 0
APP_IMP(3) .0
ELSE IF( ABS(11MP(3» .LE. AUMlT) THEN
APP_'MP(3) = OCENTP(3,3,5)
APP_IMPII) = IACENTPll)"T_PIMP(1) .ACENTSII)"T_S1MPII)VTlMP(I)
APP_IMP(2) :::II (ACENTP(2)·T_PIMP(2) - ACENTS(2)·T_SIMP(2))/TlMP(2}
ELSE
APP_IMP(1) '" (ACENTP(l)"T_PIMP( 1) - ACENTS(1)-TJltMP(1))fTIMP(1)
APP_IMP(2) = (ACENTP(2)"T_PIMP(2) • ACENTS(2)"T_SIMP(2))/IIMP(2)
APP_'MP(3) =(ACENTPI3)"T_~MP(3) • ACENTS(3)"T_SIMP(3))/fIMP(3)
ENDIF
~MP ::: SORT(TlMP(1)"2 + TIMP(2)"·2 .. TIMP(31'°2)
WAITE(3ll:) (T1MP(M),M-l,3), AlMP
WAITE(33:) (APP_'MP(M),M =1))
CALL CROSS]ROD(llMP, APP)MP,TOAOUEj
WAITEI":) (TOROUEIM),M=l))
CALL OYN_PARA (TOROUE, OMEGA, AlANB, Q
10 continue
close(1)
close(2)
dose(3)
cIose(4)
close(31)
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close(32)
close(33)
close(34)
clOse(35)
close(36)
cJose(37)
close(38)
c1ose(39)
close(40)
Crose(41)
close(42)
close(43)
cIOse(44)
close(46)
STOP
END
•............_.._.....•_ _.......••._.........•._ - .
DIMENSION CO_ORD(6A,16), O_CO_ORD(6,4,16), TEMP_IN(4,16),
1 TEMP_OUT(4,16), lh(501, OBXI4,4),CENTSIS,4,8j, DCENTS(S,4,8),
, CENT'15,4,B), OCENT'15,4,a),TSJN(4,8j,TS_OUT(4,a),T'_'N(',8),
1 TP_OUT(4,8)
COMMON IDYNAMI CO_ORO, D_CO_OAD,CENTS,CENTP, RA
COMMON IDYN! DCENTS, DCENTP
REAL th, theta
CALL TH_XAXIS (th, OBX, 0, I)
DO t1L= 1,6
:)0 loN= 1,16
DO 10M= 1,4
10 TEMPIN(M,N):: CO_OAD(l,M,N)
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CALL MATMUl (08X, TEMPIN, TEMP_OUT,4, 4,16)
D09N: 1, 16
D09M = 1,4
11 continue
D015l = 1,5
D014N:: 1,8
D014M ::1,4
TP-,NIM,N) =CENTPIL,M,N)
14 TSjN(M,N) =CENTS(l,M,N)
CALL MATMUL (OBX, TP_IN, TP_OUTA, 4,B)
CALL MATMUL (OBX, TS_IN, TS_OUT,4, 4,8)
D016N =1,8
Dq16M:: 1,4
DCENTP(L,M,N) :: TP_OUT(M,N)
16 DCENTS(L,M,N) :: TS_OUT(M,N)
15 continue
RETURN
ENO
c·· ·••• ••··..·······..· ·• ··••· ·..•·· ·•••·· .
SUBROUTINE LAYER_VECTOR(O_CO_ORD,L,II)
C· ...... ••••• ........ ••....•••••........•....•• .. •..•.. •....•......• ......•••••
DIMENSION VBI6.a,B), VP(B,3,8), D_CO_OAD(6,4,16),UVP(6.3,6),
UVS(6,3,8), ABSVP(6,6), ABSVS(6,B),STEMPIN(3).STEMP_OUT(3),
PTEMP_IN(3), PTEMP_OUT(3)
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REAL ABSVS, ABSVP, ABSSTEMP, ABSPTEMP
COMMON NECT_LAVEAI VS, VP, UVS, UVP, ABSVS, ABSVP
N =16
0011= 1,NI2-1
J=N12+1
D02K== 1,3
VPIL,K, 1+1) _ID_CD_ORD(L,K,I) - D_CO_ORDIL,K,I+'))
VS(L,K, I) = (D_CO_ORD(L,K,J)- D_CO_ORD(L,K,J+III
CONTINUE
D03K== 1,3
VS(L,K, N/2) =(D_CO_OAO(L,K,N)- D_CO_ORD(L,K,N/2»
VP(L,K,1) =(D_CO_ORO(L,K,N/2 + 1) - O_CO_OAD(L,K.l))
D04NN = 1.8
D05MM =1,3
STEMP_IN(MM)= VS(L,MM,NN)
PTEMP_IN(MM)= VP(L,MM,NN)
CALL UNIT_VECT(STEMPIN,STEMP_OUT, ABSSTEMP)
CAll UNIT_VECT(PTEMP)N,PTEMP_OUT, ABSPTEMP)
D06MM =1,3
UVS(l,MMNN) := SlEMP_OUT(MM)
UVP(L,MM,NN) = PTEMP_OUT(MM)
ABSVS(L,NN) = ABSSTEMP
ABSVP(L,NN) = ABSPTEMP
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE HEIGHT_VEClOR(O_CO_ORD,l,ll)
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DIMENSION D_CO_ORD(6,4, 16), VSH(5,3,B), VPH(5,3,8),UVSH(5,3,B),
1 UVPH{5,3,8I, ABSVSH(S,8),ABSVPH(S,B),STEMP_IN(3),STEMP_OUT(3),
1 PTEMPJN(3). PTEMP_OUT(3)
COMMON NECT_HEIGHTI VSH, VPH, UVSH, UVPH, ABSUVSH, ABSUVPH ,Layers
REAL ABSUVSH, ABSUVPH, ABSSTEMP, ABSPTEMP
IF(L .EO.6) GOTO 9
001 NN=l,8
JJ= NN+8
002MM=1.3
VSH(L,MM.NN) = D_CO_OAO(L+1,MM.JJ)· D_CO_OAD(L,MM,JJ)
VPH(L,MM,NN) = O_CO_ORD(L+1.MM,N'~)· D_CO_OAD(L.MM,NN)
CONTINUE
004 NN=1,6
OqSMM=1,3
STEMPIN(MM)= VSH(L.MM.NN)
PTEMPIN(MM)= VPH(L,MM,NN)
CALL UNIT_VECT(STEMPJN.STEMP_OUT, ABSSTEMP)
CALL UNlT_VECT(PTEMPIN,PTEMP_OUT, ABSPTEMPI
006 MM=1,3
UVSH(L,MM,NN) =STEMP_OUT(MM)
UVPH(L,MM,NN) = PTEMP_OUT(MM)
ABSVSH(l,NN) = ABSSTEMP
ABSVPH(L,NN) =ABSPTEMP
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SURFACE_VECTOR(L.I. VSH. VPH,VS, VPl
DIMENSiON VSH(5,3.B), VPH(5.3,8l. VS(6,3,B). VP(6,3.B)
DIMENSION SVS(5,3,B). SVP(5.3,6l. AVS(5,B). AVP(5,B)
DIMENSION USVS(5,3,B), USVP(5,3,B), STEMP_IN(3), PlEMP_IN(3)
DIMENSiON STEMPH_IN(3). PTEMPH_1N(3). SlEMP_OUT(3), PTEMP_OUT(3)
DIMENSION USTEMP_OUT(3). UPTEMP_OUT(3),SUC_AREA1(S,8), SUC_AAEA2(5,8),
1 PRESS_AREA1 (5,8), PAESS_AREA2(5.8), USVS_2(5.3.8), USVP_2(5,3.8)
REAL USTEMPAREA, UPTEMPAREA. AVS, AVP
COMMONNECl_SURF/USVS,USVP. AVS, AVP
11(1. Ea. 6) GOlO 10
004NN::::1,B
DO 5 MM:::: 1,3
Generating tempOlary variables
STEMPjN(MM) • VS(L,MM,NN)
PT!=MPIN(MM) :::: VP(L,MM,NN)
STEMPHjN(MM) 0 VSHIL,MM,NN)
PTEMPHjNIMM). VPHIL,MM,NN)
CALL CROSS_PROD(SlEMP_IN, STEMPHJN. STEMP_OUT)
CALL CAOSS_PAOD(PlEMPHJN, PTEMPIN. PTEMP_OUT)
CALL UNILVECT(STEMP_OUT.USTEMP_OUT.USTEMPAREA)
CALL UN1LV'CCT(PTEMP_OUT,UPTEMP_OUT.UPTEMPAREA)
006MM=1,3
USVS(L,MM,NN) 0 USTEMP_OUTIMM)
USVP(L,MM,NN) :::: UPTEMP_OUT(MM)
SUC_AREA1(L,NNI =USTEMPAREA
PRESS_AREA1(L,NN) ~ UPTEMPAREA
Continue
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Corner Surfaces Require Special Treatment
DO 30MM = 1,3
STEMP_IN(MM) = VS(L+1 ,MM,B)
STEMPH_!N(MM) = VPH(L,MM,B)
PTEMPIN(MM) = VP(L+l,MM,l)
30 PTEMPH_IN(MM) = VSH(L,MM,l)
CALL CROSS_PROD(STEMP_IN, STEMPHJN, STEMP_OUT)
CALL CROSS_PROD(PTEMPH_IN, PTEMP_IN, PTEMP_OUT)
CALL UNIT_VECT(STEMP_OUT,USTEMP_OUT,USTEMPAREA)
CALL UNIT_VECT(PTEMP_OUT,UPTEMP_OUT,UPTEMPAREA)
Corner Surfaces Require Special Treatment
0011 MM=1,3
USVS_2(L,MM,B) =USTEMP_OUT(MM)
11 USVP_2(L,MM,1) =UPTEMP_OUT(MM)
SUC_AAEA2(L,B) = USTEMPAAEA
PRESS_AREA2(L, I) = UPTEMPAREA
DO 7 NN = 2,B
DOB MM = 1,3
STEMP_IN(MM) = VS(L+l,MM,NN -1)
PTEMP_IN(MM) = VP(L+1,MM,NN)
STEMPHJN(MM) =VSH(L,MM,NN)
PTEMPHJN(MM) =VPH(L,MM,NN-1)
CALL CROSS_PROD(STEMP_IN, STEMPH_IN, STEMP_OUT)
CALL CROSS_PROD(PTEMPH_IN, PTEMPIN, PTEMP_OUT)
CALL UNIT_VECT{STEMP_OUT,USTEMP_OUT,USTEMPAAEA)
CALL UNIT_VECT(PTEMP_OUT,UPTEMP_OUT,UPTEMPAREA)
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009 MM '" 1,3
USVS_2(L,MM,NN·1) = USTEMP_OUT(MM)
USVP_2(l,MM,NN) '" UPTEMP_OUT{MM)
SUC---AREA2(l,NN·1) '" USTEMPAAEA
PRESS_AREA2(l,NN) :: UPTEMPAREA
continue
DO 20 NN :: 1, a
AVS{l,NN) '" (SUC_AREA1(L,NN) + SUC_AREA2{l,NNIl/2
AVP(l,NN):: (PRESS.-AREA1(l,NN) + PRESS_AREA2(L,NN))I2
20 continue
10 RETURN
END
~UBROUTINE INCIDENT_REL_VEL(l,I,lh,VA1, UVA1, ABSVA1)
DIMENSiON V1(3), VR1(5,3), VB(5,3), UVR1(5,3), TEMP_IN(3),
1 TEMP_OUT(3),ABSVR1(5), th(50)
COMMONNELOCITY/ABSV1, ALPHA
REAL ABSV1, ABSVR1, th, TEMPABS
CN:: COS(AlPHA· 3,14159/180)
SN:: SIN(ALPHA· 3,14159/180)
V1(1) '" CN'ABSV1
V1(2) = SN'ABSV1
V1(3) =a
IF(L.EQ.6) GOTO 1
CALL BLAOE_VEl(L,I,lh,VB)
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VR1(L.l):: Vl(l). VB(L.l)
VR1(L,2) .. Vl(2)· VB{L,2)
VR1(L,3) = V1(3)- VB{L,3)
D02NN=1,3
TEMPIN (NN):: VR1(L,NN)
CALL UNIT_VECT(TEMP_IN, TEMP_OUT, TEMPABS)
DD3NN=1,3
UVR1{L,NN) :: TEMP_DUT(NN)
ABSVR1 (L) = TEMPABS
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BLADE_VEL(L,I, th. VB)
DIMENSION VB(5,3), OBX (4,4), OMEGA(3), ROI5,4,1), R_OYN(5,4,1),
1 ~EMP(3), TEMP_IN(4,1), TEMP_OUT{4,1), VTEMP(3), th(SO)
common IrpmJ OMEGA, AD, R_DYN
REAL theta, th
CALL TH__ XAXIS(lh, oax, 0,1)
DO 1 M:: 1,4
TEMPIN(M,l)- RO(L,M,l)
CAll MATMUl (OaX, TEMP_IN, TEMP_OUT. 4,4,1)
D02M=1,4
R_OYN IL, M, 1) :TEMP_OUT(M,l)
D03M=1,3
rEMPIM) _ R_OYN (L, M, 1)
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CALL CROSS_PROD (TEMP,OMEGA, VTEMPJ
D04M::1,3
VB(L,M):: 2·3.14159· VTEMP(M) 160.
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INCIDENTJNGlE(UVR1, USVS, USVP, Gamm~s, Gamma_p, L}
DIMENSION UYR1{5,3), USVS(5,3,8), USYP{5,3,B), GAMMA_S(5,B),
1 GAMMA_P(S,8J, STEMP_IN(3), PTEMP_IN(3)
DIMENSION FACTOR_S(S,8), FACTOA_P(5,B), VTEMP(3)
COMMON /PAOJI FACTOR_S, FACTOA_P
001 M::1,B
D02N::1,3
STEMP_IN(N) :: USVS{L, N, M)
PTEMP_'NIN) = USVP(L. N, M)
VTEMPIN) = UVR1IL,N)
CALL DOT_PROD(VTEMP, STEMPIN, STEMP_OUT)
CALL DOT_PAOD(YTEMP, PTEMPIN, PTEMP_OUT)
Gamma_s(L,M) :: ACOS(STEMP_DUn
Gamma_p(L,M) :: ACOS(PTEMP_OUT)
FACTOR_S (L,M) :: STEMP_OUT
FApTOR_P (L,M):: PTEMP_OUT
continue
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE PROJECT_AREA (AVS, AVP, DAVS, DAVP, l)
DIMENSION AVS(5,B), AVP(5,B), OAVS(5,B), DAVP(5,B), FACTOR_S(5,B),
1 FACTOR_P(5,8)
REAL AVS, AVP
COMMON I PROJI FACTOR_S, FACTOR_P
D02M", 1,8
C CALCULATION OF PROJECTED AREA OF PRESSURE SIDE
IF (FACTOR_P(l,M) .lT, 0) THEN
DAVP (l,M) '" ABS(FACTOR_P(l,M» • AVP(l,M)
ELSE
DAVP(l,M) '" 0
ENDIF
C CALCULATION OF PROJECTED AREA OF SUCTION SIDE
IF (FACTOA_S(L,M) .LT, 0) THEN
OAVS (L,M) = ABS(FACTOA_S(L,M») • AVS(L,M)
elSE
OAVS(L,M) =0
ENDIF
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE REFlECT_REF_GEN(UVR1, USVS, USVP, l)
DIMENSION UVR1(S,3), USVS(5,3,8), USVP(5,3,8), ANS1(5,3,B),
1 ANS2(S,3,B), ANP1{5,3,8), ANP2(S,3,8), TEMPS1_IN(3), TEMP2_IN(3)
DIMENSION TEMPPCIN(3), TEMPS_DUT(3), TEMPP_OUT(3), TEMP_S(3),
1 TEMP_P(3), UTEMPS_OUT(3), UTEMPP_OUT(3), PAOT_GL(5,3,3,8),
1 SROLGl(S,3,3,8), TPROLGl(5,3,3,B), TSROT_Gl(5,3,3,B)
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COMMON I ROTATION/ PROT_GL, SAOT_GL, TPAOT_GL, TSROT_GL
REAL AMTEMPS_OUT, AMTEMPP_OUT
C This subroutine Generales a local Frame of reference lor relative
C velocity rotation. The Gloabl • lOI'.a1 Refrerence Rolalion Matrix
C for each surface have been calculated as "ROT_Gl, and their Transpose
C have been calculated as T'AOT_Gl.
DO 1 N", 1,8
D02M", 1,3
TEMPS1_IN(M) '" USVS(L,M,N)
TEMP2_1N(M) '" UVR1(L,M)
TEMPPUN(M) = USVP(l,M,N)
C Making Sure That Ihe Z • AXIS is posilive
IF(UTEMPS_OUT(3) .lE. 0.0) THEN
do 22 M = 1,3
UTEMPS_OUT(M) =·1' UTEMPS_OUT(M)
22 continue
ENDIF
CAll UNIT_VECT(TEMPP_OUT, UTEMPP_OUT, AMTEMPP_OUT)
Making Sure That the Z • AXIS is positive
IF(UTEMPP_OUT(3) .LE. 0) THEN
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do23M=<l,3
UTEMPP_OUT(M) =< ·1' UTEMPP_OUT(M)
23 continua
ENDIF
CALL CROSS_PROD (UTEMPP_OUT, TEMPPUN, TEMP_PI
D03M=1,3
ANS1(L,M,N) = UTEMPS_OUT(M)
ANS2(L,M,N) '" TEMP_S(M)
ANP1(L,M,N) '" UTEMPP_OUT(M)
ANP2IL,M,N) • TEMP_PIM)
Generating Rotation Matrix for Pressure Surface
PROT_GL(L,M,1,N). USVPIL,M,N)
PROLGL(L,M,2,N) = ANP2(L,M,N)
PROT_GL(L,M,3,N) =ANP1IL,M,N)
Generating Rolation Malrlx lor Suction Surface
SROT_GL(L,M,1,N) = USVS(l,M,N)
SROT_Gl(L,M,2,N) = ANS2(l,M,N)
SROT_GL(L,M,3,N) = ANS1IL,M,N)
Genealing the Transpose 01 the Rotation Matrix on Pressure Surface
TPROT_GL(L,l,M,N) = USVPIL,M,N)
TPROT_Gl(l,2,M,N) = ANP2(l,M,N)
TPROT_GL(L,3,M,N) =ANP1(L,M,N)
GeneaUng the Transpose of the Rotation Malrlx on Suction Surface
TSROT_GL(L, t ,M,N) = USVS(L,M,N)
TSROT_Gl(l,2,M,N) = ANS2(L,M,N)
TSROT_GL(l,3,M,N) = ANS1(L,M,N)
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CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE REFLECT_AEL_VEL(UVAl ,USVS,USVP,Gamma_S, Gamma_P,Ll
DIMENSION UVR1(S,3), USVS(S,3,8), USVP(S,3,8), Gamma_s(5,8),
1 Gamma.jl(S,B), PROLGl(S,3,3,8), SROT_Gl(S,3,3,8)
DIMENSION TPROT_Gl(5,3,3,B), TSROT_Gl(5,3,3,8). TIEMP_S(3,3).
1 TIEMP_P(3.3), AUVR1(3). SeUVR1(3). PBUVR1(3). oeZ(3.3)
DIMENSION SNBUVR1(3), PNBUVR1(3). TEMP_S(3,3), TEMP_P{3,3),
SNAUVR1(3), PNAUVR1(3). DIFF_S(3), DIFF_P(3), UVR2_S(S,3,8),
UVA2_P(5.3,B)
COMMON I ROTATIONI PROLGL, SROT_GL. TPROT_GL,TSROT_GL
COMMON! UNIT_REL_VEL2I UVA2_S, UVA2_P
BETA = 0.9
EAR = .0001
BETA IS THE VELOCITY FRICTION FACTOR
DO 1 N = 1, B
D02J=1,3
D03M=1,3
TIEMP_P(J,M) = TPROT_GL(L,J,M,N)
TIEMP_S(J,M) = TSROT_GL(L,J,M,N)
TEMP_P(J,M) = PROT_GL(L,J,M,N)
TEMP_S(J,M) = SRDT_GL(L,J,M,N)
AUVR1(J) = UVR1(L,J)
CALL MATMUL(TIEMP_P, AUVR1, PBUVR1, 3, 3, 1)
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CAll MATMUl(TTEMP_5, AUVRt, SBUVR1, 3, 3,1)
CALL MATMUl (082, SBUVR1, SN8UVR1, 3,3,1)
phl,..p = Gamma,..p(L,N)
CALL MATMUL (082, PBUVR1, PNBUVR1, 3,3,1)
CALL MATMUl(TEMP_P, PNBUVR1, PNAUVR1, 3, 3, 1)
CALL MATMUL(TEMP_S, SNBUVA1, SNAUVA1, 3, 3, 1)
D04M=1,3
DIFF_SIMI = ABS(USVS(L,M,N)- SNAUVA1 1M»
DIFF_P(M) = ABSIUSVP(L,M,N) - PNAUVA 11M»
continue
C Anglo corroction and obtainIng proper rollected volocity
C For Suclion SIde
IFIABS(ISNAUVA111»· (USVS(L,1,N)).LE. EAA .AND.
ABS«SNAUVA112»' (USVS(L,2,N))).LE. EAA .AND.
ABS«SNAUVR1(3» - (USVS(l,3,N))).lE. EAR) THEN
phLs = 2· Gamm/Ls(L,N) -3.141359
ELSE
phLs = 3' 3.14159·2' Gamma_s(l,N)
ENDIF
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CALL TH_ZAXIS (phLs, 06Z)
CALL MATMUL (08Z, SBUVR1, SNBUVR1, 3,3,1)
CALL MATMUL(TEMP_S, SNBUVR1, SNAUVR1, 3, 3, 1)
C For Pressure Side
IF(ABS((PNAUVR1(1»· (USVP(L.1.N)).LE. ERR .AND.
ABS«PNAUVR1(2» • (USVP(L,2.N))).LE. ERR .AND.
ABS«PNAUVR1(3))· (USVP(L.3,N))),LE. ERR) THEN
phl..p = 2· Gamma..p(L,N) -3.141359
ELSE
phi...,p = 3·3,14159·2· GammaJl(L,N)
ENDIF
CALL TH_ZAXIS (phi...P. OBZ)
CALL MATMUL (08Z, PBUVA1, PNBUVR1, 3,3,1)
CALL MATMUL(TEMP_P, PNBUVA1, PNAUVR1, 3, 3,1)
D05M=1,3
UVR2_S(L,M,N) = BETA· SNAUVR1(M)
UVR2_P(L,M.N) =BETA' PNAUVR1(M)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C This program calculates the flow fraction Impinging on the blade
C element.
SUBROUTINE VELTRIAD( UVR1,D_CO_ORD,L, THETAPI
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DIMENSION UVR 1(5,3), UX(3), UY(3) , UZ(3), Frumo(4,4), FrulllhlV('1,'1j
DIMENSION ANZ_OAT(4,4), P_NZOAT(4,4), TEMP(4), TEMP_OUT(4),
D_CO_OAO(6,4,16), TEMP1(4A), TEMP2(4A), PTEMP1(4A),
STEMP2(4,4), DAVS(S,8), DAVP(5,8), DDAVS(5,8), DDAVP(5,8)
COMMON IFLOW AAEN DAVS, DAVP, DDAVS, DDAVP
ANZ_DAT(1, 1) = -0.03
ANZ_DAT(1,2) = -0.03
AN~DAT(1 ,3) = -0.03
ANZ_DAT(1.4) = -0.03
ANZ_DAT(2, 1)". - lan(THETAPI2) ·O.S
ANZ_OAT(2,2)". + tan(THETAPJ2) • 0.5
ANZ_DAT(2.3) =-tan(THETAPI2)· 0.61
ANZ_OAT(2,4) =+ lan(THETAPI2)· 0.61
ANZ_DAT(3,1) = 0.5
ANZ_OAT(3,2) = 0,5
ANZ_DAT(3,3) = .61
ANZ_DAT(3,4) = .61
ANZ_DAT(4,1) = 1
ANZ_DAT(4,2) =1
ANZ_DAT(4,3) = 1
ANZ_DAT(4A) = 1
OPEN (UNIT = 66, FILE = 'frame,dat', STATUS", 'NEW')
OPEN (UNIT", 67, FILE", 'Iriad.dal', STATUS = 'NEW')
C Eqn of Plane Normal to ReI. vel. vector: [Linear Algebra, Barnelt,259j
C X*UVA1(L,1) + Y·UVA1(L,2) + Z·UVA1(L,3) =
C XO.UVR1(L,1) + YO·uvrl(L,2) + ZO·uvr1(l,3)
XO = -30E-3
YO =ANZ_DAT(2,1)
ZO =0.5
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Y '" -7.5e-3
Z:: 0.50
X::z - «Y·YOj·UVR1(l,2) + (Z - ZO)"UVR1(l,3))/UVR1(l,l) + XO
VEeTl '" SQRT«X . XO)·o2 + (Y·YO)··2 + (Z-ZO)"2)
UX(I) =(X-XO)/VECTl
UX(2) =(Y-YO)/VECTl
UX(3) = (Z-ZO)/VECTL
UZ(1) = UVR1(l,1)
UZ(2) =UVA1(L,2)
UZ(3) = UVR1 (l,3)
CAll CROSS_PAOD(UZ, UX, UY)
CALL OOT_PAOO(UX, UV, VAL)
Do1 M'" 1,3
Fr~me (M. 1) = UX(M)
Frame (M, 2) = UY(M)
Frame (M, 3) ,. UZ(M)
Frame (4, M) = a
Frame (1, 4) = XO
Frame (2, 4) • YO
Frame (3, 4) = ZO
Frame (4. 4) = 1
CAli MINV( Frame, framlnv,4,4)
DO 2M=1,4
TEMP(1) = ANl..-OAT(I,M)
TEMP(2) = ANZ_OAT(2,M)
TEMP(3) = ANZ_OAT(3,M)
TEMP(4) =ANZ_OAT(4,M)
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CALL MATMUL (framil1v, TEMP, TEMP_OUT, 4, 4,1)
P_NZOAT (l,M) = TEMP_OUT(l)
P_NZOAT (2,M) = TEMP_OUT(2)
P_NZDAT (3,M) = TEMP_OUT(3)
P_NZOAT (4,M) = TEMP_OUT(4)
CONTiNUE
C Calculation 01 projected surface ollhe pressure side
D010M=1,4
TEMP1IM,2) = D_CO_ORD(L,M, 9)
TEMP1(M,1) = D_CO_ORD(L,M, 1)
TEMP1(M,4) = D_CO_ORD(L+l,M,9)
TEMP1(M,3) = D_CO_ORD(L~1,M,1l
10 CONTiNUE
CALL MATMUL(framlnv, TEMP1, PTEMP1, 4,4,4)
OLD_AREA = DAVP(L,l)
CALL CALC_AREA (P_NZDAT, PTEMP1, OLD_AREA, AREA)
DDAVPIL,l) = AREA
D05N=2,8
D011M=1,4
TEMP1IM,2) = D_CO_ORD(l,M,N-l)
TEMP1(M,1) =D_CO_ORD(L,M, N)
TEMP1(M,4) = D_CO_ORD(L+1,M, N·l)
TEMP1(M,3) = D_CO_OAO(L+1,M, N)
11 CONTiNUE
CALL MATMUL(framinv, TEMP1, PTEMP1, 4,4,4)
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DO 16 J = 1,4
16 CONTINUE
OLD_AREA = DAVP(L,N)
CALL CALC--AREA (P_NZDAT,PTEMP1, OLD_AREA, AREA)
DDAVP(L,N) = AREA
CONTINUE
C Calculalion of projecled surface of the suction side
006 N= 9, 15
DO 12 M =1, 4
TEMP2(M,2) = D_CO_ORD(L,M,N)
TEMP2IM,1) = D_CO_ORDIL,M, N+1)
TEMP2(M,4):::: D_CO_ORD(L+1,M, N)
TEMP2(M,3):::: D_CO_ORD{L+1,M, N+1)
12 CONTINUE
CALL MATMUL(framinv, TEMf.'2, STEMP2, 4,4,4)
OLD_AREA :::: DAVS (L, N·S)
C~LL CALC--AREA (p_NZDAT,STEMP2, OLD_AREA, AREA)
DDAVS(L, N·S) = AREA
CONTINUE
D013M=1,4
TEMP2(M,2) :::: D_CO_ORD(L,M,16)
TEMP2(M,1) = D_CD_DRDIL,M,6)
TEMP2(M,') = D_CD_ORDIL+1,M,16)
TEMP2(M,3) = D_CO_ORD(L+1,M,8)
13 CONTINUE
CALL MATMUL(framinv, TEMP2, STEMP2, 4,4,4)
OLD_AREA:::: DAVS (L, 8)
CALL CALC_AREA IP_NZDAT,STEMP2, 0LD_AREA, AREA)
DDAVSIL,6) = AREA
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DO 3M=l,4
WAITE(••,') (P_NZDAT(M,N), N = " 4)
WRITE{67:) (Framinv(M,N), N = 1, 4)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MASS_FLOW (ABSVR1,DDAVS, ODAVP,L, as, OP)
DIMENSION OOAVS(5,8), OOAVP(5,6), 05(5,8), OP{5,B), ABSVR1(5)
RHO Is the density of the flow { Deepak Char, pg.101]
RHO = 2.690
001 N=1,6
OP(l,N) =AHO' ABSVA'(l) • DDAVP(l,N)
OS(l,N) =AHO • ABSVA, (l) • DDAVS(l,N)
WAITE(3',') OS(l,N)
WAITE(32,') OP(l,N)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE IMPULSE(UVR1, ABSVR1, as, QP,Lj
DIMENSION OS(S,B), OP(S,B), ABSVA'(S), UVA1(5,3),
UVA2_S{5,3,6), UVR2_P(5,3,B), S_IMP{5,3,8), P_IMP(5,3,8),
A_SIMP(S,B), A••PIMP(S,B), TOT_SIMP(S,3), TOT_PIMP(S,3),
AT_SIMP(5), ALPIMP(5),TOT_IMP(5,3), TOT-ABSIMP(5),
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DCENTP{S,4,B), DCENTS(S,4,B), AlCENTP(S,3), ALCENTS(5,3),
TEMPS(S,3), TEMPP{S,3)
COMMON/IMP]ORCEI S_IMP, P_IMP, A_SIMP, A_PIMP, TOT_SIMP,
1 TOT_PIMP, ALSIMP, AT_PIMP, TOTJMP,TOT_ABSIMP
COMMONI UNIT_REL.-VEL2I UVR2_S, UVR2_P
COMMONI DYN I DCENTS, OGENTP
COMMONI CENTROID I ALCENTS, ALGENTP
ALiMIT = .001
DOt,N=1,8
D02,M=1,3
S_IMP(L,M,N) = ABSVA1(L)'OS(L,N)" IUVR1 (L,M) - UVA2_SIL,M,N))
P_IMP(L,M,N) = ABSVA1(LtOP{L,N)' (UVR1(L,M) - UVA2_P(L,M,N))
A_SIMP(L,N)=SOAT(SJMP(L,1,N)"2+SJMP(L,2,N)"2+SJMPIL,3,N)"21
A_PIMP(L,N)=SORT(PJMP(L,1.N)"2+PJMP(L,2,N)"2+PJMPIL.3,N)"2)
WAITE(34. ') (S_IMP(L.M.N), M =1,3}. A_SIMP(L.N)
W.RITE(3S, 0) (P_IMP{L,M,N), M =1,3), A_PIMP(L,N)
CONTINUE
003, M = 1,3
TOT_SIMPIL,M) = 0
TOT.PIMPIL,M) = 0
TEMPS(L.M) = 0
TEMPP(L.M) = 0
o04,N=l,8
TOT.SIMP(L,M) = TQT_SIMP(L,M) + SJMP(L.M,N)
TOT_PIMP(L,M) = TOT_PIMP(L,M) + PJMP(l,M,N)
TEMPSIL,M) = TEMPS(L,M) + S.IMP(L,M,N)"OCENTS(L,M,N)
TEMPPIL,M) = TEMPP(L,M) + P_IMP(L,M,N)'OCENTP(L,M,N)
TOT_IMP(L,M) = TOLPIMP(L,Mj - TOLSIMP(L,M)
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CONTINUE
IF (ABS(TOT_PIMP(l,1» .LE. ALlMIT .AND. ABS(TOT]IMP(l,2)).lE. AliMIT
1 .AND. ABS(TOT_PIMP(l,3» .lE. AliMIT ) THEN
AlCENTP(l,1) '" 0
AlCENTP(l,2) '" 0
AlCENTP(l,3) '" 0
ElSEIF(ABS(TOT_PIMP(l,3) .LE. ALlMIT) THEN
ALCENTP(L,I) = TEMPP(L,1)ITOT_PIMP(L,l)
AlCENTP(l,2) '" TEMPP(L,2)ITOT_PIMP(l,2)
AlCENTP(l,3) '" DCENTP(L,3,5)
ELSE
AlCENTP(l,l) '" TEMPP(l, 1)ITOT_PIMP(l,1)
ALCENTPIL,2) = TEMPPIL,2)ITOT_PIMP(L,2)
ALCENTP(L,3) = TEMPPIL,3)ITOT_PIMP(L,3)
ENOIF
Op10M=1,3
IF(ABS(TOT_SIMP(L,MIl ,LE. ALiMIT) THEN
AlCENTS(l,Mj '" 0
ELSE
ALCENTS(l,Mj '" TEMPS(l,M)fTOT_SlMP(l,M)
ENOIF
10 continue
AT_SIMP(L)=SORTITOT_SIMP(L,1 )"2.TOT_SIMPIL,2)"2.TOT_SIMP(L,3)"2)
AT_PIMP(L)=SQRT(TOT_PIMP(L,1 )"·2+TOT_PIMP(L,2r·2+TOT_PIMP(L,3)"2)
TOT_ABSIMP(L)=SQRT(TOT_IMP(l,l )'"2+TOTJMP(L,2""2+TOTJMP(l,3"·2)
WRITEI30.') (TOT_SIMP(L,M), M =1,3), AT_SIMP(L)
WRITEI37.') (TOT_PIMP(L,M), M =1,3), AT_PIMPIL)
WRITEI3B,') (TOT_IMP(L,M), M =1,3), TOT_ABSIMP(L)
WRITEI42,')IALCENTP(L,M), M =1,3)
WRITEI43,') (ALCENTS(L,M), M =1,3)
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RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CALC~REA (P_NZOAT, TEMP, OLD_AREA, AREA)
DIMENSiON P_NZDAT(4,4),TEMP(4,4) ,PNDZ(2,4),BLADE(2,4)
DO 1 N= t. 2
D02M=1,4
PNOZ(N,M) =P_NZDATIN,M)
BLADE(N,M) = TEMP(N,M)
CONTINUE
CALCULATION OF DIFFERENTIAL AREA
NEGLECTING ELEMENTS LYING OUTSIDE THE DOMAIN OF THE NOZZLE
IF IMINIPNOZ(I,I),PNOZ(I,2),PNOZ(1 ,3),PNOZ(I,4)) .GE.
MAX(BLADE(l,1), BLADEll,2), BLADE(' ,'I, BLADE(I,4».OR.
MAX(PNOZ(',1),PNOZ(I,2),PNOZ(I,3),PNDZ(' ,4)).LE.
MIN(BLADF.(1,1), BlAOE(1,2), BLADE(1,3), BLADE(l,4».OR.
MIN(PNDZ(2,1), PNOZ(2,2), PNOZ(2,3), PNOZ(2,4)).GE.
MAX(BLADE(2,1), BLADEI2,2), BLADE(2,'), BLADE(2,4».OR.
MAX(PNOZ(2,I), PNOZI2,2), PNOZ(2,3), PNOZI2,41)·LE.
MINIBLADE(2,I), BLADEI2,2), BLADE(2,'), BLADE(2A))) THEN
AREA =0
ELSE
AREA = OLD_AREA
ENDIF
RETUAN
End
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SUBROUTINE DYN_PAAA (TORQUE, OMEGA, Al, ANB,I)
DIMENSION TOAQUE(3j,OMEGA(3j,ANG_ACC(50j
ANB is the number of blades used on the wheel
REAL OMEGA
AIG = O.049226'ANB + 24.6925
ANG_ACC(I) =ANB'(TOROUE(1)ll AIG
OMEGA(1)".2'3.14592'OMEGA(1)/60
OMEGA(I) =SQAT(OMEGA(1)··2 +2·ANG_ACC(I) 'ABS(AZ)'18013.13459271
1 '30/3.14592
OMEGAI') = 0
OMEGAI'I= 0
WRITEI46:) ANG_ACC(I)
RETURN
END
SubrouUne To Calculate The Inverse Of a Matrix
SUBROUTINE M1NV(A, AINV, NO, N)
DIMENSiON A(ND, NO), AINVIND, NO), C(SO,50 )
N IS THE ACTUAL DIMENSION OF SQUARE MATRIX,
AND NO IS THE DIMENSION TO BE PUT IN DIMENSION STATEMENT OF THE
MAIN PROGRAM.
A IS THE ACTUAL MATRIX AND AINV IS THE INVERSE OF THE MATRIX A
C IS A TEMPORARY MATRIX WHICH IS COPIED FROM A
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REALA. AlNV, DET
INTEGER NO, N, IPASS. IROW, leOl
DET= 1.0
0011= 1.N
D01J = 1,N
IF(I . Ea. J) THEN
AINV(I,I) = 1.0
ELSE
AINV(l,J) = 0.0
ENOIF
C(I,J)~ A(I,J)
CONTINUE
DO 9IPASS= l,N
lM.X= IPASS
DO 21ROW '" IPASS, N
IF{ABS(C{IROW, IPASS)) .GT. ABS(C(IMX, IPASS))) THEN
IMX",IRQW
ENOIF
CONTINUE
IF(IMX. NE. IPASS) THEN
DO 31COl = 1,N
TEMP =AINV(IPASS, ICOl)
AINV(IPASS, ICOl) '" AINV(IMX, ICOl)
AINV(IMX. ICOl) =TEMP
IF(ICOl .GE. IPASS) THEN
TEMP", C(IPASS. lCOl)
C(lPASS, ICOl) = C(IMX. ICOl)
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C(IMX, ICOl) ;;; TEMP
ENDIF
CONTINUE
ENDIF
PIVOT;;; C(IPASS, IPASS)
DET ;;; DET " PIVOT
IF( DET .EO. 0,0) THEN
WRITE(",10)
STOP
ENDIF
DO 6 ICOl = 1,N
AINV(IPASS, ICOl) ;;; AINV( IPASS, ICOl)fPIVOT
IF(ICOL.GE.IPASS) THEN
C(IPASS, ICOl) = C(IPASS, ICOl)fPIVOT
ENDIF
CONTINUE
DO e IROW ;;;1,N
IF(IROW, NE. IPASS) THEN
FACTOR = ClIROW. IPASS)
ENDIF
DO 7 ICOl = I,N
IF(lROW.NEJPASS) THEN
AINV(IROW. ICOl) :; AINV(lROW, ICOl)· FACTOWAINV(IPASS,ICOl)
C(IROW, ICOl} = C(IAOW. ICOl)· FACTOWC(IPASS, ICOL)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
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10 FORMAT\5X:····ERROA IN MINV···· THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR'J,
10X, • PROGRAM TERMINATED')
END
SUBROUTINE TH_XAXrS (theta, OBX, R,I)
DIMENSION OBX(4,4), lhela(50)
REAL theta
S::SIN(lhela(I»
C = COS(lheta(I))
OBX(1.1):: 1
OBX(1,2),0
OBXll ,31,0
OBXll,4I'O
OBX(2, 1),0
OBX(3,1),0
OBX(4.1):: 0
OBXI4,21'0
OBXI4,31'0
OBX(4,41' ,
OBX12,21' C
OBXI2,31' ,8
OBX(2,4):: 0
OBX(3,2):: S
OBX13,31' C
OBX(3,4j' R
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TH_ZAXIS (phi, CBZl
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DIMENSION 08Z(3,3)
S =SIN(phl)
C.COS(phl)
08Z(1,1) .C
08Z(I,2). ·S
08Z(I.3).0
08Z(2.1) .S
08Z(2,2). C
OBZ(2,3).0
OBZ{3,l) =0
OB2(3,2) = 0
08Z(3,3) .1
RETURN
END
C..•• ..• ,·····..•.. ••••• ••••• •••••.. •..•••• ..•••..• .
SUBROUTINE MATMUL(E,F,G,II,jJ,kk)
C..••..•..• •• • • • •
DIMENSiON E(II,JI), FW, kk), G(II,kk)
Malrix mulllplicalion: G(ii,kk) = E(il,jj) • FQj,kk)
0030 L == 1,11
0030N=1,kk
G(L,N) = a
0020 M .1,11
20 GIL,N) =G(L,N) + E(L,M) • F(M,N)
30 conlinue
RETURN
END
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DOT PRODUCT
SUBROUTINE DOCPROD(A,B,CD)
DIMENSION A(3),B(3),C(3)
DO 1 J::: 1,3
CIJ) =A(J)· B(J)
CD = C(I) + C(2) + C(3)
RETURN
END
CROSS PRODUCT
SUBROUTINE CRDSS]ROD(A, B, C)
DIMENSIDN A(31,B(3),C(31
C(I) = A(2)·B(3)· A(3)"B(2)
C(2) =A(3)'Bll) ·A(1)'B(3)
C(3) = A(I)'B(2)' A(2)'6(1)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE UNIT_VECT(VECTA, UVECTA, ABSVECTAj
DIMENSIDN VECTA(3), UVECTA(31
REAL ABSVECTA
A6SVECTA = SORTI VECTAII) "2 + VECTA(2)"2 + VECTA(3)"2)
DO 1 11:::1,3
UVECTA(II) = VECTAIII) f ABSVECTA
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RETURN
END
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0,2 CALCULATiON OF THE TOTAL FORCES, AND THE TORQUE ON THE ENTtRE
BLAOE-ROTOR ASSEMBLY SYSTEM
1. The forcss obtained due to the nozzle excitations 00 a sIngle blade We to !he combined
mass moment of inertia of the whole system was led In as input, The corresponding
va"'Jes 01 the point of appncatlon 01 the lorces were also led Into lhIs program.
2. The program resolves the lorcas on the twelve such blades, and calculates the resultant
lorces, and the torques on the rotor system.
Tho program is listed in 0.2.1
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0.2.1
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL fORCES, AND TORQUES DUE TO
SIMULTANEOUS EXCITATiONS ON ALL THE BLADES
DIMENSION FI'), R(3), DT(3), DF(3), OR(3). FlDT(3). TTDT(3),
I 08X(3.3)
('oEN(UNIT :: 1, FILE'" 'limp.dat', STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN{UNIT '" 2, FILE", 'pappl.dal', STATUS:: 'OLD')
OPEN{UNIT ::3, FILE'" 'llot.dal', STATUS = 'NEW)
OPEN(UNIT ::4, FILE'" 'ltOl.dal', STATUS = 'NEW)
WAITE(',') 'GIVE IT'
READ I',") IT
AINC=30
D011=l.IT
READI',') (F(MI. M = 1.3)
READI2,') (RIM), M = 1,3)
FTOTII) = 0
FTOT(2) = 0
FTOTI') =0
ITOT(I) = 0
ITOT(2) = 0
ITOTI') = 0
TH =0
AAINC= 0
D02J=1,12
TH == TH + AAINC
AAINC= AINC' 3,14159/180
CALL TH_XAXiS (TH, OBX)
CALL MATMUlIOBX. F. OF. 3, 3, ')
FTOTI') ~ FlOTll) +OF(')
FTOT (2) = FlOT(2) + OF(2)
FTOT (3) =FlOT(3) + OF(3)
write(8,')( DF(M), M=1 ,3)
CALL MATMUL(OBX. A, DR. 3,3, 1}
CALL CROSS_PROD(DF, DR, DT)
ITOTII) =TTOTI') + DT(I)
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nOT(2) =ITOT(21'" DT(2)
nOT(3). ITOTI') + DTI')
CONTINUE
WAITE{3,'I (FTOT(M) , M" 1, 3)
WRITEI'.') (TTOTI") • M". 3)
CONTINUE
CLOSE 1')
CLOSE (2)
CLOSE (31
CLOSE I')
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE THJ(AXIS (theta, OBX)
OIMENSlON 08X(3.3)
REAL th!lla
S:SIN(thela)
C. COS(~.I.)
OBX(1.1).1
OBX{I.2)_O
oeX(l,3) .0
06X{2.1).O
Q6X(3.1).O
OBX(2.2) _C
OBX(2.3)" ·S
OBX(3.21. S
OBX{3.3).C
RETURN
ENO
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C •••••• •••••••••• .. ••• •••••• ..••••••••••••••••••• ..
SUBAOUTINE MATMUl(E.F,G,iijj,kk)
c·.. ····································· ···.. ······· .
DIMENSION E(il.j), FUi, kk), G(ii,kk)
C Matrix mulliplicalion: G(i1,kk)::: E(ii,ll> • F(jj,kk)
DO 30 L::: 1,11
DO 30 N::: 1.kk
G{L.N).O
D020M=q
20 G{L.NI = G(L,N) + E(L.M) • F(M.N)
30 continue
Rl~TUAN
END
C CROSS PRODUCT
SUBROUTINE CROSS_PROD()., B, C)
DIMENSION A(31.B(3).C{3)
COl =A(2)'B{3) • A(3)'6(2)
C(2) =A(3)'B{1) - A(1)'B{3)
C(3) = A(1)'B(2) - A(2)'B{1)
RETURN
END
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